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From the Editors
The Dying Goose was something I dreamed up in the

beginning of 2012. Nothing other than the idea for a
publication that I had a say so in. Something I could
have my fingers in and have some sort of creative
control over. Something I knew I wanted to put out
there on the internet.
The name—I needed something literary, but something
a little dark, easy to remember, and relative to fiction
and literature—and all I kept picturing was the goose
that laid the golden egg.

amazing and ready to collectively light a literary fire
under your ass.
This first issue has been fun, and I can’t wait to see
where The Dying Goose will take us!
JOSEPH LAMBACH, editor-in-chief

When Joseph Lambach brought me on to be the

But I wanted to kill the fairy tale, make the literature Creative Nonfiction Editor, I asked him what kind of
come alive, bring out the contemporary and let the pieces he was looking for.
world know this wasn’t going to be very fucking safe Quirky. Well Written. Exploratory form.
writing.
Once he said this, I knew this job was going to be
The Dying Goose was born.
fun, that I would have the pleasure of coming across
Because literature isn’t dead. Even with America getting essays that fit in with these wonderful and intriguing
more and more politically correct, and this group or requirements. All of the writers who submitted to
that group trying to censor whoever doesn’t believe The Dying Goose blew me away. Essays with a strong
in the same thing. Even with our culture’s inability to narrative voice. Essays about everyday things told in
accept the still existent racial barriers in every major extraordinary ways. Essays with original topics. Essays
subsector of our society. With the belief that not that messed around with form and created their own
letting a child fail at anything will somehow prepare definition of what creative nonfiction could be.

them for a life of people telling them “no, you aren’t My suspicions were right. This job became a dream.
good enough for this or that.”
From Melissa Grunow’s essay “Home” which reBecause I still believe in the writen word, what it can defines how a linear story can be narrated, to Yinka
do, the emotions it can evoke. How it can transcend Reed-Nolan’s essay “Eating Disordered Lessons” which
uses bullet points to unabashedly expose herself to the
every barrier: race, sex, religion, politics, etc.
reader, each essay fearlessly dives deep into meaning,
So I launched the site, and sent out a call for and brings the reader right along with them. They are
submissions, started publishing some amazing stories not just stories well-told, but they are stories that stick
every week. Then the urge to expand, bring in another with you, that inspire you to write your own stories.
editor—the amazing Chelsey Clammer—and push for Which is what I believe is the best outcome of any
an electronic magazine that showcases a vision: strong piece—something that reaches out to the reader,
writing and content with a message.
something that grabs a hold of us, something that
pushes us to think differently, something that turns
Getting the first issue out felt like forever, but it is every reader into a writer.
finally in your “electronic hands.” Seventeen stories
and seventeen different writers in this issue—they are CHELSEY CLAMMER, nonfiction editor
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man of merritt
zachary amendt

Emily Roebling and I are on a first name basis. After the second ultrasound we agreed not to name her family
names, like Vivien, or Grace. It was not an easy labor. Ainsley was in the last pushes when it happened. Emily
Roebling’s size and the strain: our daughter split Ainsley in two. When she was cremated I ordered a quilt made
out of her clothes, which is still at the dry-cleaners.
She’s almost four now, littering the house with little bits of gold foil and sequins. I cut the crusts off her sandwiches.
When she cries, she cries in acrylics, glitter running down her face, hiding her face in her sleeves, loud pleading
sobs.
She keeps on not brushing her teeth. Her grandparents, Ainsley’s parents, will come over unannounced. I ask
them where they are taking my daughter. They say it’s none of my business and I won’t see her for days.
I know they’re loading her up on sugar.
She likes to see the world from my shoulders, as high as she can get. And how can the daddy of a daddy’s girl
refuse her? She likes what she sees in those rarefied airs.
In four months Emily Roebling has grown three inches, and in that time I have grown a fine thick moustache.
Emily Roebling thinks Santa Claus rides around in a zeppelin. She likes tart apples and string cheese, the
mozzarella. We go on Saturdays to the farmer’s market at Lake Merritt.
Emily Roebling does not like San Francisco. She is East Bay, through and through. I did not name her Tony Bennett
for a reason.
It is fun to show Emily Roebling how to find her pulse.
***
Ainsley said it was too strong a name to give a girl. I objected and opened the book about the bridge and read to
her the chapter that described how her husband, the bridge’s architect, got caisson disease and turned cripple
and how she had to learn calculus or else the venture capitalists would withdraw their money and how, in God’s
name, if that had happened, how would I have been able to propose to her, if there was no bridge, Great God,
the bridge!
Brooklyn Bridge.
Emily Roebling it is.
***
Now that Emily Roebling’s at the age of cognizance and revolt, I hesitate to storm her with anecdotes of her
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mother, someone she doesn’t know, can’t see, won’t ever know. Sometimes she asks why there are no pictures
up of her mother in the house.
You see, Ainsley wasn’t terribly photogenic.
***
I was a single parent and I needed a sitter. Two women responded. The first wrote out a long manifesto about her
child-care “pedagogy.” It was compelling bullshit; she was forty minutes late to our first play-date. The second,
Joan, was more punctual. Emily Roebling doesn’t need a best friend, I explained, or a mother figure. She is rather
easy to please, except when it comes to her breakfast: she doesn’t like any brown on her eggs. She likes them
runny and scrambled. Can you do that? Also, if you’re not careful, she’ll try to boss you around.
People don’t just die in childbirth.
***
After six months of attrition, six months of her persistence and my not listening, I took Joan’s advice and started
dating. I hadn’t been with a woman since Ainsley. Joan wanted to set me up with one of her recently divorced
friends, Corinne.
“She’s not bitter about men?” I wondered.
“She’s not nervous or bitter,” Joan said.
“Because enough years with a person, you forget what’s possible between the sexes.”
“Trust me, she’s not one of those.”
Corinne and I saw a flick and went for dinner. After a few wines she excused herself to the ladies room, tripping
on the carpet in her high heels.
I’m clumsy but I don’t break anything. One time I fell down an entire flight of stairs holding a mug of whiskey,
and I didn’t spill any of it, not a drop. Another time I needed fourteen stitches and severed the nerve to my ring
finger, the left one.
“The film,” Corinne said. She smelled like hand soap. “Antonioni, is that how you pronounce it? Did you like it?
What did you like about it?”
“It wasn’t vulgar,” I said.
“You can’t like something for its negative qualities.”
“I married Ainsley for her negative qualities.”
“How long ago was that?”
I sipped my Pellegrino. “Back when I was drinking.”
“You stopped drinking,” she mused, looking deeply into the carafe of wine, the house white. “That’s beautiful.
Joan told me you were a stand-up guy. I can see why.” Looking at the wine was making her drunker. “And you
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don’t wear your wedding ring anymore.”
“No. It gets in the way.”
I tried to change the subject to politics or religion.
“I still don’t understand why you don’t drink,” she said. “Like, not even one glass after work?” Corinne placed
her hand on mine. When I withdrew it she looked at me curiously, as if the date had, at any point, gone north.
I got home and excused Joan and went down to the wine cellar I built for our second wedding anniversary. The
first year is paper and the second year is cotton, or china. Inside the cellar it was humid, heavy air, metallic. Mold
flourished on the walls. I chose a vintage I knew and sat in our old recliner, where I send Emily Roebling when
she’s disobedient. I poured it vigorously and providently down my gullet. The next evening I poured myself a
scotch. I hadn’t touched the stuff in three years. Thank God I remembered where Ainsley had hidden it.
***
There is no community of single fathers I know of. No one off whom I can bounce my fears or frustrations. There
is only Emily Roebling, who wakes at 6:30 am, clamors for breakfast and rearranges the dining room chairs into
a train. I implore her to clean up after herself. If she throws tantrums (she’s like her mother in this regard) I will
say to her, “Alright, we can’t play until your mood improves,” and she will sulk for about five minutes, after which
she’s my best friend once again, and the chalks are strewn all over the floor.
I have an easy time of looking to the long term, of sketching out the trajectory of our lives … and seeing life
thusly, as a series of milestones, I absolutely dread, come her teenage years, giving her ‘the talk.’
Maybe Joan will still be around to do it.
After work I watch television. If it’s a Friday night I order boxing on the Pay-Per-View. My new drink is Hitachino,
an imported beer.
Emily Roebling knows the Japanese make the best things.
***
I like Oakland and all, but where are the adults? My neighbors are a gaggle of twentysomethings in corduroy
shorts and Jackie Onassis glasses. I seem to be the only parent whose child isn’t a fashion statement.
I want Emily Roebling to have a real understanding of her country. I rented an RV. We drove east. She won’t
remember any of it. But I will.
***
Deadwood and Ft. Laramie. The Little Big Horn. Her mother always said my middle name was “places of historical
significance.” We parked the RV in KOA campgrounds. I explained how people used to travel like this all the time,
when her mother and I were young.
“Why don’t they anymore?” Emily Roebling asked.
“I guess everyone wants to go to Europe,” I said.
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“That’s silly,” she decided.
I thought of Jedediah Smith, the Lone Ranger, Al Jolson, and the guys on Mt. Rushmore she found so handsome.
The mongrel compost of America.
It really was silly.
***
Emily Roebling is growing in ways I can’t believe. These days she wants to pay for everything. She has a pink coin
purse and won’t go anywhere without it.
She doesn’t learn about money until the first grade.
When she’s good we go down the street after dinner to Fenton’s for ice cream.
“How much do I owe you?” she’ll ask the clerk in her most adult voice, handing over seventeen cents. “Keep the
change!”
Cute kid. I should get her into modeling.
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authority figure
tony wayne brown

We go to the public park off Madison Street to hold hands because I am Muslim; she is not, and her father is the
authority figure.
It takes so very long to walk all the way to Madison Street that it becomes dark by the time we travel that far,
and we start to feel more safe from prying eyes that would seek to divide us.
We hope a policeman is checking out the vagrants who are sprawled on the benches and tables, but sadly, there
is not a policeman around, only lots of perverted, twisted, ugly faces.
Where else can we go? we ask, but there is no other place we can go now.
A black-and-white patrol car appears far away down Madison Street, slowly moving in our direction, and we
cheer and say how lucky we are tonight that a policeman is patrolling this area, for it will be safe for us to explore
each other and to hold hands in the park off Madison Street.
But our heads hang low as it comes closer and we can see the face of the policeman.
We turn and start walking back to where we came from--without holding hands. We know who the policeman is.
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chink
mark keats

You assault me with a word you’ve heard from your father, possibly a cousin, your friend, the TV. Of course,
you’re too young to know how words hurt, how, when they come off of your tongue with such force, they solidify
in the air between us and hit me with such celerity, that I want to cry; but I don’t, yet, because I’m also not sure
what that word means.
My father won’t tell me because he’ll be asleep on the sofa, drunk, from a long day at the grocery store where
he works with your father. And I’ll know not to wake him like other kids might because only in that state do I not
fear him.
I only understand your intent, your effort, your point. And when you’ve had enough, when your friends have
whistled and howled, repeated that same word without knowing, you’ll know it’s enough. But, really, we both
know it’s never enough.
Years later, when you date an Asian, you might remember those confrontations, those moments when you
cornered me in the stairwell or bathroom or even on the parking lot as I waited for my mother, who, to your
surprise, looked a lot like your mother, white. And for a moment you’ll be confused, but shrug it off, mutter the
word beneath your breath.
Years later, after you marry an Asian and have a son, after he comes home from school in tears, after he tells you
what they called him, you’ll remember. After your son is comforted, wife notified, phone calls made, you’ll sit in
your chair with the newspaper on your lap.
You’ll turn the lamp off, having read the article several times and stare into the void, wondering if it was me.
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control
chris deal

Ward spoke from his cot, his cloudy eyes looking beyond the cement ceiling, as I listened. ‘Easiest thing to do is
to take your toothbrush and heat it for a few minutes.’ He had my attention because there was nothing else for
me to see or do, just lay there on the hard bunk in the low light. ‘Once it’s pliable, shove a blade from your razor
into the end and you’ve got yourself a weapon.’ His eyes danced in the sockets across whatever it was he was
seeing. A voice from down the block called out, a profane animalistic shout, but was cut down quickly. A few
whispers came, someone asking if he was all right, someone cursed and laughed. One man called for the guards,
his voice echoing down the hall, but no one answered. The voice called again, saying that a man was dying but
that only brought more laughter, each like that of a hyena moving in on it’s meal.
‘Won’t do much for stabbing, but a few slashes really is all you need, really.’ There was no window, just three
walls and a door cut into thick bars that opened only when they wanted. A bulb humming above us, putting out
the lowest amount of light it could. ‘You could use anything for a weapon, if need be.’ They kept everything from
us, even a view of the city that moved around us, vibrating through the walls like a burrowing beast. ‘My first
cellmate killed himself with a pork bone to the throat.’ Ten years was the only thing I could see. She was smoke
fading on the wind, her eyes heavy with loss. ‘Made such a damn mess. Smelled for months, too.’
I asked him what he was looking for and he said, ‘The stars.’ I followed his sight but found only the smooth
concrete. ‘No one can take the stars from us.’ I looked further, letting my eyes go slack, there they were, up
there in the above, their memory in the shape of her smile. ‘They can’t see our stars.’ He grunted and spat to
the floor, turned onto his side and went to sleep, and I followed.
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sally’s
w. jack savage

At one time, Sally’s was a truck stop on old highway 30. It was a sort of oasis between Josselyn and Lexington,
the old truckers remembered; and as welcome for breaking up the barren, treeless landscape of that part of
Nebraska, as for the free coffee offered with every meal. Then the Interstate came through and the old highway
wasn’t as busy; and since it was five miles out of town to begin with, and the highway engineers had chosen the
more southerly route from Kearney to Cozad, the restaurant wound up being two miles north of the Interstate.
As a result, the powers that be saw no good reason to put an on and off ramp there and everybody thought
that’d be it for Sally’s.
They were wrong, for two reasons. First of all, Sally’s son Eddie Chisholm saw what was coming and got into the
catering business. The other thing was the food. Sally’s gave you truck stop portions, and made the best hash
browns, onion rings and rich brown gravy for fifty miles in any direction.
Eddie wound up having to pave another acre for parking on the busiest days and times; Sunday mornings and
afternoons and barbecue ribs day on Wednesday. And rather then ask patrons to negotiate the five-mile, two
lane old highway in the dark, they closed the restaurant every day at three. Travelers stopping at Lexington would
hear about Sally’s and go there sometimes, but business from Lexington, Josselyn and as far away as Odessa and
Johnson Lake was more than enough to make the restaurant profitable, and also, catering for events in those
communities and every place in between, made it a small gold mine.
With Sally’s, in common with everyone in the area, it wasn’t hard to understand then, how any out of the
ordinary event or altercation would soon become well known to the locals, who, the next time they came in,
would want all the details in addition to their meals. One morning in May, a fellow everyone assumed was just
passing through, stopped by for breakfast between nine and ten, while Harley Mott, a local regular in his forties,
was holding forth at the counter after most of the early breakfast crowd had left.
The stranger was a tall, nice-looking guy with dark hair, who seemed about Harley’s age. He had ordered breakfast
and then went to the men’s room. By the time he got back, Carol Lacey, a second-generation waitress, whose
mother had once been a cook, had just picked up his order and they met at his seat at the counter.
“That was fast,” he said, with a smile.
“We try,” she said, smiling back.
As the stranger put salt and pepper on his breakfast, Harley adjusted his John Deere baseball hat, pointed a
finger at his friend Molly behind the counter, and said,
“We could’a won that damn war. Goddamn hippies and liberals turned tail and ran and my brother died for
nothin’.”
The stranger put down the salt and pepper shakers, got up and walked over to the cash register. Carol came over
to him and he said, “How much do I owe you?”
No one ever walked out on a Sally’s breakfast and soon, Carol, Molly and Howard the cook were all wondering,
two of them out loud, what was wrong?
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“Nothing,” he said. “No, I just lost my appetite, that’s all. It happens sometimes. I’m sorry, I’m just not hungry
anymore.”
From down the counter, Harley figured it might have something to do with his conversation.
“I’m sorry to run you off, Buddy,” he said. “I hope it wasn’t anything I said?”
In almost a stage whisper, Molly turned her back to the stranger and said, “Leave it alone, Mr. Mott.”
The stranger shook his head and handed a ten-dollar bill to Carol.
“No sir,” he said. “If nonsense put me off food, I’d be skinnier than I am now. A second ago I heard her call you
Mr. Mott. You wouldn’t be any relation to Larry Mott, would you?”
Harley had been ready to react to the ‘nonsense’ remark, but had been completely turned around by the
reference to Larry.
“He was my brother,” he said, starting to get up. “He was killed in Vietnam.”
“I know,” said the stranger. “I was with him when it happened. That’s what brought me in here today. Larry said
he used to wash dishes here. When they told me in Lexington that Sally’s was still open, I thought I’d come by.”
Harley was shaken by what the stranger had said, and began an apology for what he’d said.
“There’s no need for that, Mr. Mott,” he said, extending his hand. “I’m Jim Tambrio. I knew Larry well. A good
man.”
There was still the matter of breakfast, and so Jim tried to defuse any appearance of an affront by sitting back
down at his place, but gently moving the plate away and picking up his coffee. After introducing himself, Harley
sat down next to him. Everyone sort of drifted back off and Carol freshened both their coffees.
“You were with him in the An Loa Valley?” Harley asked.
“Yeah, but we’d gone on from there. We were up there during the rainy season.”
“Larry was killed up there,” said Harley.
Jim paused a moment and nodded his head slowly.
“Is that what they told you?”
“That’s, yes, that’s what they told us,” he said. “Are you saying that’s not what happened?”
Jim nodded and said, “Larry was killed sitting as near to me as you are right now, and it wasn’t in the An Loa
Valley and it wasn’t during a fire fight. We were at LZ English and they would’ve put us on detail, you know. I
heard our Sergeant getting orders to pick out two men to drive down to Phu Cat and meet another vehicle where
they’d transfer supplies to us and we’d come back to English and they’d go back to An Khe. It was a chance to get
drunk, maybe get laid; but the real deal was, we could stay over at the F-100 Air Force base there and then follow
the mine-sweepers in the morning and head back. The Air Force had twenty-four hour food, and air conditioning
in the barracks. It’d be like a little R&R. Anyway, I volunteered me and Larry for the job and the Sergeant said
okay. We took the deuce and a half and picked up some cold beer downtown in Bon Song and headed out for
Phu Cat. It was a good time. Real hot of course, but for two grunts, we knew we were gettin’ over pretty good.
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We took our time, found the truck that we were supposed to meet and started switching their load to ours. The
other driver had a girlfriend in Qui Nhon back south, so they were gonna go back that way. With a big truckload
like that it wasn’t a good idea to linger downtown, so we skipped the whorehouse and went out to the Air Force
Base. They set us up and we got something to eat and went to the little club they had there. The next morning
we headed out. Larry drove down so I was driving that morning. We caught the mine-sweeper truck about a
half hour later. Some vehicles went around them on their own, but we figured there was no point in being in a
hurry. After the sweeper turned around we picked up a little speed. It couldn’t have been ten minutes later, I was
hearing about Lexington and this place. I turned my head and looked up at the mountains at one point, and when
I turned back, Larry had taken one in the head and had slumped down. I never even heard a shot. I can’t tell ya
where it came from at all or who fired it. That was a bad day. Naturally, when I got back, the report got written
up that we had come under fire on the highway. If there was more than that one shot you couldn’t prove it by
me. I felt bad for a long time about Larry. After all it was me that volunteered him for the trip. When I got back I
thought about coming out this way and maybe explaining things to you and the family. But for whatever reason,
I just... I just couldn’t, and now it’s all these years later and here we are at Sally’s.”
Harley had listened in a stunned, almost confused, silence. Finally he spoke.
“I... I don’t know what to tell everybody,” he said.
“Don’t tell them anything,” said Jim. “Larry was killed in action up at the An Loa Valley. It could easily have
happened and both of us were lucky to have survived. And when bullets come from somewhere and kill you,
that’s bein’ killed in action. You know you said a while ago we could’ve won that war and when I knew your
brother, that’s how
I felt too. Larry was different. He had been there longer then me and he knew it was all bullshit. I know what all
those assholes on the radio say. Not a goddamn one of ‘em was there. Your brother Larry and I were. If we hadn’t
left, there’d be five hundred thousand names on that memorial in Washington, not fifty thousand.”
“I just... for one thing, can you stick around for a few days? We, I mean, you could stay with me or... or we’d put
you up, meet some of the family?”
“I don’t know, Harley,” he said. “You wanna dig all that up again after all this time?” “You were the last one to see
him. You were with him when he died, my God!”
“I know, but I mean, it wasn’t like you all thought it was. That changes things. You all have your vision of him dying
in combat, not catchin’ a stray bullet ridin’ in a truck. I’m... I mean I can’t, well, I suppose I could just, you know,
talk about that fight up there but, to tell you the truth, I wasn’t planning on even meeting you a half hour ago. I
just think that you should consider your family. I could tell you’re still wearing his death on your sleeve but how
about everybody else? I’m guessing a lot of them have moved on and I think you should too. I mean, I’ll hang
around for a day and just say I served with him, which I did, but you need to think about this.”
“I don’t know what to do,” Harley said. “Listen, you’ve got to stay over at least.”
“Okay,” Jim said. “I mean, I can. I’m just... I just decided to drive through here and maybe take the plane back
home out of Des Moines or something. But I could get a room for tonight. Listen Harley, I’ve got some issues of
my own, ya know? This, coming here, is part of it. But I never expected to let anyone know who I am or that I
knew Larry or anything.”
“I understand,” he said. “I do, Jim, but this is... this is a big deal for the family.This is like talking to the last human
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being who knew Larry; was with Larry. This is living Larry’s last day again, with you. I can’t tell you what it would
mean to us. We loved Larry. He was so far away doing, serving, fighting, our Larry. And then one day he was
gone. He wasn’t coming home. It was devastating. I should’ve been the one to go. When I couldn’t because of
my hearing in one ear, I don’t even think Larry had thought about it. But when I couldn’t go, he stepped up. He
stepped up and was killed. You’re right. I do think about it... and him. But please, give us a day. Give us a couple
of days to live that last twenty-four hours with my little brother. It would help me, but it would also help all of
us. The truth. Not some form letter bullshit. The truth. And you were there with him, hearing about... about
Lexington and... and Sally’s. This is our life here, Jim. It’d mean a lot to us.”
***
It’s not like they meant to eavesdrop. But when you’re the most popular restaurant in the area and a pipeline
to anything approaching big news, it was no surprise that the story of Jim and Harley and especially Larry, had
begun to spread before the two of them left, forty minutes later.
Carol kept refreshing both men’s coffees and Molly kept an eye on things between customers. Then Jim had
found his appetite again and wound up with a cheeseburger and Sally’s famous onion rings. As the two shook
hands in the parking lot the regional information underbrush that was the phone at Sally’s, had alerted enough
people with a penchant for alerting more people of their cut of cloth, and before Harley could begin to arrange
things, half the family had already heard bits and pieces of what had gone on that morning.
By the time Harley had gotten to his parents’ at their old place by Twin Creeks, the anticipation of new information
about Larry was at fever pitch. But Harley had sensed that leaving Jim at a motel was taking just too much of a
risk that he might change his mind and bolt. And so when another car pulled up behind Harley’s Dodge truck, for
a moment it was like the ghost of Larry had gotten out of the car.
For his part, Jim Tambrio was just apologetic enough for causing any possible discomfort to the family and said
he was only working out some ‘personal issues’ of his own and hadn’t intended to make his presence known.
He was polite and seemed a bit embarrassed about all the attention, and he held Margaret Mott’s hands in his
when he recounted the moment of Larry’s death.
“Margaret,” he said, “for what it’s worth, I served side by side with Larry during the hardest, most frightening
moments of my life. We came through it. Larry was younger than I was, but more experienced. I never served
with a better man. And he and I were laughing and smiling, talking about back home here in Lexington, at
the moment of his death. We had come through such terrible things that I never have quite gotten over the
strangeness of how it happened that day. And the service being the way it was didn’t allow, or even encourage,
close friendships under combat circumstances. You got to know people with what little free time you might have
had, or when doing some job or other together. I will tell you that I knew him a little and liked him, but before
that day I never knew him as Larry; only as Mott. And while there was no time for grief in the job we had to do,
the greatest and only measure of how much you were missed was how hard you were to replace. I can speak for
every man in our platoon when I say Larry Mott was the hardest man to replace that we ever lost.”
“Thank you, Jim,” Margaret said, with tears streaming down her cheeks. “Harley was right. This clears the air and
I can’t imagine why they would’ve told us what they did.”
“I’m afraid I can, Margaret, and for the first time I see another side to it. Larry was killed by a sniper, I guess just
looking for a good shot at the trucks going by. But let’s say he died in an accident; hit by a truck or something.
That would not have nearly told the story of how honorably and bravely Larry served under fire. He was shot and
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killed and after hearing that, I know it doesn’t seem enough, especially with a good man like Larry; but it is what
it is; the loss of a good man, a good soldier and a beloved member of the family. I can’t think of a higher calling.”
“Tell us about your family, Jim?” she asked.
Jim nodded, and his head dropped down for a moment. When he looked up, he smiled but there were tears in
his eyes.
“I didn’t come from a family like yours, Margaret,” he said. “My mother did the best she could. I never knew my
father. My mother left me with an aunt, who took care of
me for several years until she died. I became a ward of the state after that; during high school actually. I don’t
really have a family. I came here hoping nothing I would do by being here would upset anyone, but a chance
meeting with Harley here changed all that. I only hope I haven’t done too much damage.”
***
By late afternoon, the gathering which began with Harley and his parents, Albert and Margaret, and their
youngest daughter Annie, had expanded to include cousins from as far away as Little Falls; aunts and uncles, and
one lady who, it seemed to Jim, got special treatment, in spite of not being introduced as a family member. Her
name was Grace. She was a handsome woman and seemed very sweet in addition to being very slender, and
polished in a certain way.
Jim imagined Grace to have been somehow involved with Larry before he went away to war. Food arrived with
each new group as did beer, and host Albert had a big bottle of Wild Turkey on the kitchen counter for anyone
who was interested. The conversation was somewhat stilted at first with no one knowing quite what to ask or
what to say. But as the afternoon gave way to early evening, the food and beers considerably loosened up the
sense of family, that now included Jim Tambrio, and with the scab that was the memory of Larry Mott suddenly
pulled off again, debate about the disposition of the Vietnam conflict inevitably began.
***
“Isn’t that right, Harley?” said Bud Nordquist, a cousin a few years younger than both Harley and Jim.
“I think so, yeah,” he said. “Jim over there used to think so too. But he and Larry had the advantage of knowing
a little more about it than I do. What do you say, Jim? Was anything good gonna come out of us staying there?”
“Not the way we were doing it, Harley, Bud. I thought at first we were making a difference, and that one day, the
South Vietnamese would take over and keep the Communists out. The problem was, and a lot of us got confused
about this, they were all Vietnamese. We were the foreigners and we damn sure weren’t the first. Ask yourself
this. If another country invaded and took control of America, would you ever stop fighting them? Of course not.
Had we just looked at history, we’d have realized they wouldn’t either. They never had and they never would.
Chinese, French, Japanese; ask them. They’d tell you. In the end, those of us fighting were just fighting for each
other; trying to get through it, and that’s where I feel you were wrong this morning, Harley. Larry didn’t die for
nothing. When we came under fire and Larry was behind you, you didn’t need to worry. Larry had that covered.
That’s who we were and that’s how we survived. The rest of it, that’s enough for me.”
***
It began to get late and Jim started maneuvering to make an exit. He had told Harley he’d probably leave that
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night. He had intentionally only drunk a few beers and only had one shot; a toast to Larry. When he switched to
Coke, Grace, who had been watching silently, came up to him.
“It looks like you’re getting ready to call it a night?”
“Pretty soon, I guess. Can I ask you a question?”
She nodded.
“Were you and Larry sweethearts?”
“Yes,” she said. “But only for appearance’s sake. We were involved, but that ended after high school.”
“Just, kinda sad to go off to war without a girl to kiss you goodbye and all that?”
“That was part of it,” she said. “Tell me, Harley said you mentioned getting drunk
and maybe going to the whorehouse. He said you decided not to. Did you ever know Larry to do that? Go to the
whorehouse?”
“No,” he said. “I never did. In fact, he told me he didn’t even get a girl when he went on R&R to Manila. I don’t
know if he ever told anybody else but that’s what he said. He just said, you know, partying with the guys he was
with was enough. They played golf. Larry seemed to have some moral roots that a lot of the rest of us didn’t
have.”
“I think he was gay,” she said.
“No. Larry was not gay.”
She smiled and said, “It’s alright, you know. I loved Larry and then I loved him as my friend. But he didn’t like
girls that way.”
“That doesn’t make you gay, Grace. Larry wasn’t gay. I know he wasn’t. There were a couple in the company. Our
Medic was gay. He got killed. There was another guy but he wasn’t really trying very hard to conceal it. Nobody
talked about it but most everybody knew. The guys who were, knew who the other ones were, and Larry wasn’t
one of them.”
“How do you know Larry wasn’t gay?”
“I just know. Larry wasn’t gay.”
“Is there someone in your life now?”
He shook his head and looked down.
“No. I lost someone not too long ago. We were... we lived together for quite a few
years. After we broke up, she called me one night, drunk. She asked if she could come over. I didn’t really want
to start up again but I didn’t want her driving drunk either, so I said yes. She hit a tree a mile from my place and
was killed.”
“I’m sorry.”
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“I haven’t been the same since then, and I thought maybe coming here... I mean I was the same after Larry was
killed, for quite a while. It was like, maybe I could’ve done something different. So I flew into Cheyenne and
rented a car. I figured I’d come through here and maybe stop at Sally’s if it was still there. I don’t know what I
was trying to do. Maybe just to see the things he saw, with my own eyes. Larry had a kind of peace about him. I
always envied that. I wondered where it came from. Now I see; he has quite a family. I never did. That’s it really.
That’s the lesson so far anyway. We can’t really be the people we never were. At the same time, I sure can’t draw
much strength from who I was. It’s funny how all this happened, you know. Things like this; meeting Harley, him
bringing me here, and meeting all of you. Things like this don’t happen to me, ever. I hope I haven’t done these
people any harm. I tried to tell Harley that digging things up isn’t good sometimes. But he never hesitated.”
“No,” she said. “You helped a lot. No one ever came like this, to pay his respects. Someone he served with, so far
away. They’ll always love you for this, too. When they called and told me, I wondered whether or not I should
meet you. I’m glad I did now. You’re not at all what I was expecting. But before you go I think you need to read
something.”
She pulled out a letter in an envelope that said APO San Francisco.
“This is the last letter I got from Larry,” she said. “He wrote it that night you two stayed over at the Air Force Base.
Maybe you can’t be who you never were, Jim. But maybe you didn’t have a real clear picture of who you were
when Larry knew you.”
***
At the far edge of the patio in the backyard, Jim walked over to a small bench and sat down.
Dear Gracie
What a great day it’s been. You remember I wrote you about Tambrio; the guy from Chicago. Well, he volunteered
to drive down to Phu Cat to pick up some stuff and he asked if he could take me with him! Tonight, we’re sacked
out in air conditioned comfort at the Air Force base. We had a great dinner too. The Air Force has all the best stuff.
We have to go back tomorrow but the ride down was fun. Jim brought a cooler and we bought some beer and
ice in Bon Song and drank them all the way down. Jim’s a cool guy. He’s practically an orphan. I’d say he reminds
me of the strong, silent type except he always seems to be smiling and laughing about something. He always has
something good to say. I don’t know if you understand how important it is to have someone like that around. He
never gets any letters and never writes anybody. I don’t think I could do this without letters from home. Tambrio
reminds me of someone I’d like to be like some day.
Thanks for the cookies. Tell Mom I got the canned pears, will you? I’m going to sleep now so I won’t be writing
her until I get back. Only three more months to go now. I sure will be glad to see you again, Gracie. I miss home
more than I thought I would. I can get through it though, just knowing you’re all there. Jim has no one to come
home to. I can’t imagine that. Well, I’ll write again soon.
Love
Larry
They had noticed the seemingly involuntary jerks that racked Jim’s body halfway through the letter. By the time
he’d finished he had broken into deep, shuddering sobs. After crying for five minutes, and with two unsuccessful
attempts at composing himself, Jim, shoulders sagging, shirt wet from tears, stood up and pushed his hair back.
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As he turned toward the house, Grace met him halfway. In the kitchen, they all tried to avoid looking at him. All
except Albert, Larry’s father, who came over to him and said, “How about that shot now, Jim?”
The liquor helped and it didn’t help, and after breaking down again, an hour later he hugged several of these
people he never knew existed when he got up that morning, shook Harley’s hand, got in the car and drove off.
It had been totally exhausting but as he cleared the driveway, he felt certain that he hadn’t done the family
any damage. He wasn’t sure if he’d done them any good, but on that point, he was comfortable. Over all the
intervening years, he had marveled at the memory of the calm, sturdy demeanor of young Larry Mott, but he
had never known that he too had wondered at length what kind of a man he would become, and the thought
that he could have been a role model for this young man was both absurd and incredibly flattering. He could
see him now with his elbow out the window, the wind ruffling his rolled-up sleeve and puffing out his Specialist
4 patch, laughing about that stupid dishwasher’s job at Sally’s. ‘What a good kid’, he had been thinking, as he
looked out at the beautiful hills. When he had looked back, Mott was dead. His last moment spent laughing; a
laugh Jim shared, and now, a lifetime later, a smile and a heartbreak to remember.
***
Instead of Des Moines, Jim returned the rental car in Omaha and flew back to Chicago by way of Minneapolis.
Back home to the big city where his sense of family amounted to ‘the next voice you hear’. It had been a better
life than he imagined and while the whole odyssey seemed crazy and even vaguely suicidal at some level; in
finding Sally’s outside Lexington, he had found a mirror he’d never looked into before. It was a mirror with his
image in it. Someone he didn’t quite recognize but who had been there all the time, just the same. A man he had
somehow become while wondering who that might be and when that might happen.
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conversations with an addict
c.w. bigelow

1.
Your twelfth hour confession didn’t shock me. Addiction is no blue-eyed stranger to me. It comes in all flavors.
Your words filed out in a frantic pill-pace – icing for the methadone cake. Ten years of breakfast at the clinic – like
a candy store, you satisfied your sweet tooth.
Welfare free for me. Just have to meet my counselor obligation, but he wants me to start detox. Gotta new clinic
now. Forty bucks a week, and they keep the dosage up. This shrink says I’m a manic- depressive with suicidal
tendencies. Hell with him. I’m a junkie, but if he can’t see that…
Your confession might have conjured images of shakes, sweats, but I don’t wear pink. Haven’t for years. Just the
same, it still buzzes in my ears gnawing its way past my aloof mask directly into my sensibilities. It grabs my heart
like a vise grip (vice, too). Artists and their fixes. They become the finished product, sapping all juices. Have I
been blind all those years?
2.
It’s Darvon N and Valium that are fucking me up now. Meth is cool by itself. But detox is a mean…meanie! Have
to go slow, real slow. I’ve broken through Valium before, spent a month in bed – never ate – ralphed whenever I
did. Turned yellow, a deep yellow.
Sensibilities are fragile as mirrors. Playing shrink to a loved one is Russian roulette.
But after ten years of meth clinics, closet darkness, the loss of a wife, a child and then the job, your first step is
confessing your abyss to me. On a clear, cool autumn Sunday the confession rambled like flu germs until I seize
hope like a beacon, confidently predicting we will beat it. Confidence fuels my ignorance. Coolly, calmly, I let you
lead me into your hell. We’ll defeat the monster. But monsters linger in shadows, retreat strategically, and when
least expected, charge ahead like banshees. Always, always disguised as beauty.
There is some summer left in autumn evident in the meaty scent of leaves basking in the sun. The formidable
forest wall shouts in vivid red, orange and yellow as I kick through a thick blanket of fallen leaves. Such a vibrant,
enticing death – leaving with a whimper of raspiness yet a shout of crispy color and I worried about phoning you
too late - listening to the redundant echo, a mundane rrrinngg search your apartment, bouncing off your body,
already coal black and bloated. The guilt gag will be worn forever if you chicken out on me. Misery was your
routine, a list filling a cemetery of headstones. You invited the drugs, each day a different one squeezing into the
medicine cabinet. Misery was your birthright, a gene handed down with care. Through the trees winter dropped
like a tarp. A stunted, naked sapling shook, shielded from the light.
If I eat, the meth won’t hurt me.
Are the only healthy addicts wealthy addicts, able to afford both food and drugs? How many paintings have
been lost to drugs? Ideas blocked then wiped out? You quit your job in a drugged frenzy. Convinced friends
were screwing you, you stand alone, when in fact it was the drugs doing the screwing - slow and hard. Painting
should be your salvation. Friends are support and your only hope for survival.
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Money and friends leaves faster than a bored guest. They hang with their own. First the room is cleared, then
the calls for rent, then the stomach growls, all denied and disregarded for drugs. Soon forced detox will burst
upon you like a nuclear warhead.
3.
Drugs were the heart and soul of our marriage. No food, but we had meth. A ceremony of love each night –
splitting the dose. Jan wanted more. Meth primed her for orgasm. Meth was my orgasm. With body limp as a
string with hepatitis I couldn’t fight her, she jumped my yellow body, impaled herself and fucked blood outta me.
The child you never wanted created in a drugged frenzy. A starved psychological orphan, any neglectful parent
better than none.
She took your orphan out the door. For Jan the meth had a replacement, and you have a full dose. That love was
stronger. Barth’s Jacob had a twin – but the options you turned to were any obtainable drug and he wasn’t in the
running. Ifs and buts covered you like scabs.
4.
Your phone echoed like a growling stomach.
My guilt flowered, recalling our last conversation. My last step on the pulpit. Waking in early morning darkness,
I was chilled by late autumn frost. A vision of your imagined death grabbed and shook me. Your corpse, rat food
before the skeleton rung like chimes in your drafty storefront.
Death is not discriminating. It is impulsive and never appreciative. You wouldn’t be doing it a favor.
The phone screamed.
Anger finally gripped me. What had I done to deserve this? You opened like a seething wound. Blindly, willingly,
I dove in, barely able to tread in the infection.
The phone ring lost its urgency and began purring.
5.
You became a tumor growing at a cancerous rate. I was hard on you again, a father scolding his child, voice of
experience with no experience. Frustration was a coat worn heavy. But how could I help you walk if you refused
first steps?
Wandering like a waif, looking for handouts, borrowing five here and there for survival. Aren’t they like drugs?
The dependency will kill you if the lenders don’t. But you wore it like a god given right.
In the vacuum of the night, I suddenly realized you were dependent on all but yourself. Thrive on dependency
like bats in darkness and you too, will hang in the same bleak shit covered caves. You created a new twist in the
family’s history of dependency. That long line of lushes, drowning because they lacked the strength to standalone and stare buck-naked into the mirror. Livers blackened like overripe bananas. After hepatitis C your own
liver was no healthy fruit. Neither was my state of mind. Monsters stalk us all, but you invited yours to dance.
6.
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Laughter had become my first reaction, a nervous tick. Jan moving in with a macho biker was comedy in its
blackest. Impaling herself, over and over, didn’t bother you. It’s your son…without him, the ultimate, and maybe
the only nerve in your chest, your bag of bones would collapse to dust.
The biker preached to him – becoming an example.
“Dad – He told me to grow up to be a fat biker so I can beat up skinny guys” and he laughed hysterically expecting
me to laugh along.
The irony was totally wasted on him, because, in his eyes, you weren’t a wasted skin-covered skeleton. You
weren’t a hopeless addict pondering the merits of being clean all the way to the clinic for more meth. You are
his father. He lived for Fridays and living without you day to day gave him the future disease – wasting today
looking forward to tomorrow.
Jan took him to Texas, land of the biker, where he will live today without worries of tomorrow.
7.
Talking to you really helps. I not only appreciate it, but don’t know what I’d do without it, without you...
You agreed with me throughout our conversations, my lectures. You were cramming for a test but forgot what
you learned as soon the test was completed.
A healthy Christmas check arrived from our unsuspecting parents bringing temporary wealth. Temporary
giddiness and security blanket for your horizon, because your horizons never stretched further than tomorrow.
Methadone and all its friends were invited to the party.
I was no longer needed. Worry gnawed at me like one of the rats in your storefront. My initial hopes of being a
savior hung in a frozen fog over the field behind my house. I no longer saw the forest behind it.
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The translucent white blurred my vision, but made it glow. The long narrow cylinder of incandescentness, and
high temperature wiring made bright—things that are not important. The beige tile wall for one, that was defaced
with rather artistic expressions of bitter boyfriends, and gay closeters gaining liberation by open words, but still
shadowed personas. Riddles that didn’t make any sense, like ‘how many inches can you see out if you have a ten
inch dick sticking out of your forehead?’ No answer, but 11 digit phone numbers with supposedly slutty endlines
and Jany, Melissa, and Lucy, who were damned forever to upper urinal number 2.
The only thing between me and the wall was an oily forearm, hairs standing up and electrified by my static wrist,
and near the elbow, pressed down by that of a spilt whiskey sour, my own, of course; and I, naïve to think that a
tarty bitterness would be enough to snap one out of it.
A sense of clarity, no doubt. But how long could it last? Enough to get of here, get to my car, turn the key, and
drive home, past the heavy intersection of pullover city, and the Subway in the Radiant gas station. But I feel
so—not good. I am far from that, I feel just—I don’t know! My mind is in one place, resting upon, by now, a numb
forearm.
Past the metal urinal lever, the red and black sharpied scribbles, the light, I concentrated on the light.
“…You don’t even gotta tell me!”
“But I am. She is a legit smokeshow.”
“Tits. Ass. Cute ass face, that smile, that little grin had me.”
“Hands down the sexiest girl here.”
“Stephanie, right?”
“Dude, I don’t even know her name…
The band was playing ‘My Sharona,’ I think. Crowds of people drowned out the exactitudes of the mushy lyrics
of the bar band.
“Ariana?”
“That ain’t it.
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A Flushing of the Urinal next to me, and the electric paper towel dispenser being abused half to death. One rip
too many, and dry papers, I can only assume fell to floor from a piled high trashcan.
“…don’t even fuck with that!” A deep scratchy voice spoke amongst running sink water.
“Not that easy brotha!”
“Look! She is a slut. She is acting sketchy, right?”
“Yeah.”
“Go do your thing. Go slam some strange tonight, it will make you feel better, trust me.”
I didn’t hear any stall door swinging open and banging the side stall wall or clear piss streamlining the porcelain
wall.
“Warm hand towel, sir?” said a mellow southern voice.
“Nah.”
“Light?”
Flick. Flick…Snap!
“You feeling good their, my man?”
“A note and a half, let me tell you.”
“My man!”
“Another when we get back?”
“You crazy son-of-a-bitch...Sure why not?” A chuckle, a slap of the back.
Two toilets flushed.
“Goddamn, I gotta piss.” A new young vibrant, rich, obnoxious voice rung across the tiled bathroom.
Whoever he was, he came to the urinal next to mine. I am already calling it ‘mine.’ Mmhf! A heavy sigh was let
out, and the sound of piss sprinkled sloppily across his side of the stall. My head was now down, forehead still
nailed to my forearm, and my brown boots were cemented in the wet floor, like Oak tree roots. The guy’s drizzle
persisted, and grew in pressure; it came closer, making various sounds depending on where in the urinal he
was pissing. The horizontal geyser of alien yellow came down and pressure washed the little green board, that
separated the urinals and their respective pissers, the torrent of piss came down, close to my foot, missing it
mainly. But no doubt splatters don’t stay in one spot, and the heavy trinklets of piss rained down upon the toe
of my brown boot, and I, pathetically incapable of doing anything about it.
A Zipper zipped up hastily on tight jeans.
“Hold on. How about a shot?”
“You buying?” said two voices, staggered.
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Running water, and a wet stepping upon the floor of thrown paper towels, and a murkish bay of clear toilet water
with > .08 BAC piss blotches, to me, in the realm of hazy in-and-outs and geometrical orgasms, that look like olive
oil spots in water. I had to stay here in this off white temple of excretion, because I knew what Jack and Jimmy
would do to me as soon as I let my head stand alone on the thin wire that is my neck. A blurry twister, without
a doubt, and I just know, and I would trying to coach myself through it, but my body won’t listen, no way in hell.
I would like to think that it would like to, but it won’t, so for an indefinite amount of time, in my too finite life, I
will stand propped upon and in front Urinal number two.
A group of guys came in: one engaged in a set of claps and redundant ‘WOOs’ not sure if the same person. The
two toilet stall doors were slammed open, by brutish hands, and piss everywhere, hitting everything but the
toilet. Last place I would take a shit, I chuckled to myself, never in a million years would I shit here. I would rather
shit in public, pants to the anks, and just plain out in public.
A cigarette pack was being packed against a palm.
A snap of the fingers.
Flick…Flick…Snap!
“Yo, Brandon…”
“Wussup” mumbled, probably juggling a new cigarette between his lips.
“Let me get some.” Said another.
“This guy is hammered!”
“Oh, shit.” Coughing ensues. “I didn’t even notice the fuck there.” A group laugh, short.
“Yo, boss, how long has sloppy joe been there?”
“I say about a good twenty minutes.”
“World’s Longest Piss!” A chuckle.
“Hell, I don’t care if he is rubbing one out, long as the man tips good.” They all laughed, and the sound of crinkled
cellophane tinted the now subtle laughs and inaudible remarks.
I didn’t care about the time. I could have cared less if they closed down the joint, and left me here over night.
One would say that with the position that I am in, and the internal chaos of my body, that I am not in such good
shape, and that may be so, but as of now, as I rub my eyes up to stare at the long white tube of light, though my
eyes will squint and haze and blurs may undoubtedly come, I am in a state of peace, I don’t feel as bad as when
I walked in like a off balance creation of Dr. V. F. I feel fine, and yeah nobody would believe me, and instantly
search me for my keys, so they could say they benefited humanity by not letting a drunkard hit a light pole or
something, and then leave the sober man in charge of trying to find the keys; definitely, a Jekyll, Hyde Scenario,
but not as complicated as creating potions and what not. There is a bar full of all kinds, brown potions, clear, hell,
even green. You can alter yourself for the low price of $7.50; of course you will need a couple doses, or just drink
one or two on an empty stomach, that should speed things up.
THIS LOVE HAS TAKEN ITS TOLL ON ME.
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SHE SAID GOODBYE.
TOO MANY TIMES BEFORE.
“…that’s why it’s crazy to think about.”
“So, let me get this straight.” A low voice.
Two zippers unzipped in unison.
The low voice came next to me. “The technology…”
“Goddamn, there is piss everywhere.”
“You good?”
“Yeah, fucking gross though.”
“So the technology that we have now, could have been had, let’s say, no—what did you say, 300 years?”
“Yeah, 300, 400, 500, it doesn’t matter.”
“So there could have been a MacBook Pro in the civil war, or the French Revolution?”
“Yep.”
“Did you smoke before you came here?”
“No.” the guy chuckled.
“Oops. Sorry. Wrong one.” A ditsy girl said in the background.
“Where do you get this?”
“Didn’t you listen to anything I said out there?”
“I zone out crazy.”
“Pay attention.” Sink water running. “The raw materials we have now were here hundreds of years ago. The only
thing changing is the idea of what to do with those materials.”
“So if Steve Jobs…”
“Let me Finish. It is not like things just popped up out of nowhere, they have always been here. All that changes
are the ideas on how to manipulate things and put things together.”
“So if Steve Jobs was born back in the 1700s, he could have made a computer?”
“You’re an idiot!”
“What?”
I had my right eye nestled into the deep soiled Fabric of my forearm and the other eye, closed but still feeling
the warm radiance of the 30-WATT light. I managed to re-position my feet, because the piss water was seeping
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its way under my soles and destroying the strong friction that I had created when I first came in here. I turned
my head and saw the little black frame with the random advertisements.
SINK-or-SWIM THURSDAYS 8-CLOSE.
GIRLS GET IN FREE!!!
GUYS $5 COVER.
AUTO-ACCIDENT? CALL 4-1-1 PAIN.
SATURDAYS ROWDY GAME $6 PITCHERS
YO SOY TU ABO—
There was hard thumps being heard coming from outside. Some people were startled, others laughing. A man
rushed inside the bathroom, nearly slipping on the murkish floor, and crashed into the stall closest to the left
wall. Barf…ugh…Barf…ugh…Barf…ugh…ugh…Barf!
“Goddamn these kids!” said the southern voice.
The guy in the stall, was still throwing up, and almost sounded like he was crying, or just fake-vomit-crying, eyes
red and watery and mouth all crusted with lunch bits, and acidic chasers. I cringed, and could taste the sour mix
and the turkey sandwich artificially mutating together to poison my saliva and coat my gums and tongue. That
could have been me; but it wasn’t.
Right now I am clear. Even able to separate myself and see myself as I am, pathetic and firm.
I saw the back of my head, brown hair but streaked with a lighter shade by the lights rays. My neck is red,
sweating from the lack of A/C in the bathroom, as my hair, clothes, and even my pores absorb the grimy stew of
recycled water, alcoholic piss, shit particles along the walls, and now fresh vomit baking in the musty air of the
tiled oven, soaking it all in like a old wash sponge that has cleaned all the world’s dirty dishes.
I met up friends here. Didn’t know where they were? Not true. It is not that I didn’t know, because even this
paradoxical state of sloppy Jell-O and clarity of mind I am able to conjure up a whole set of places where they
could be, but I can’t say that I didn’t care, I was, I am, simply in the zone, clear of any obstacles and thinking of
only things that I want to think about, and what is the difference, then from here in this vacuum of a restroom
and the world outside where noise is ubiquitous and to such a point, a necessity in our life, almost as much as air
itself, and when one finds themselves alone in a room, where not even the inhalations and exhalations can be
heard that we scare ourselves and subconsciously make believe creaks and snaps, though to shake ourselves, but
on a deeper level to make sure that we are alive, so that goosebumps and cold sweats and accelerated heart-rate
are sure signs of life, vitality—reality?
And the world could be crashing down right now, literally right now and I wouldn’t budge, or run to wherever
as best as I could, nor would I cry, laugh, or doing any such thing, but only look up and stare deep, past the
inscriptions, past the white thin glass, past the ether of gas, and into the heated wire where clarity begins, warm
and bright.
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soap bubbles
dorit kerit
trans. annael jones

A bag with a girl – as far as I can tell.
What is she hiding in there, I think to myself, a cello?
She advances in joyous dance steps, glances in all directions, takes a step, hurries and sends the tray from the
waiter’s hand to the lap of an elder man.
His white shirt becomes mottled, whipped cream drips from the tie and the pants are covered with an assortment
of seasonal fruits.
The waiter freezes.
The man lifts his hands and shrieks without a sound.
The girl stamps her foot in anger.
She places her giant bag on the chair, opens it, pulls out a small broom and dustpan and starts raking the happy
colors from off the black pants.
She works quickly, efficiently, and seriously.
The men stare without a blink.
The prissy miss edges closer to the man’s face and whispers: “Soon you will be clean and polished.” Immediately
she translates to herself, “fresh as ever,” places her hand on her heart and adds, “I am really sorry” and then lifts
a winning gaze to the waiter and proudly declares, “ I finished the scum now the crumbs”
The merry missy pulls a miniature vacuum cleaner out of her purse.
She focuses on the tie and the cream, then rakes and collects traces and crumbs from the pants, takes a step
back, inspects the results, ignores the disturbed stares, brings her nose close to his and says “Super!, soon you
will be clean and polished – really.”
The lady digs in her purse again, almost gets her whole body in there, mutters incomprehensibly, straightens
and proudly lifts three tubes and says, like a girl from an infomercial, “The first one erases the typical stain, the
second cleans up a treacherous stain and if it is needed, there’s also a tube against the disastrous stain.” Then
suddenly, as though the channel was changed, she alters her tone and announces, “The stains hit like Italian
men.”
The waiter takes her comment personally, turns and returns to the kitchen.
The elder man smiles widely, lean back and say, “Clean me, I want to shine and sparkle.”
The colorful lady returns to set camp in her purse, searches and scrimmages and finally salvages dwarf bottles
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and tiny brushes.
She pats, polishes, and the man giggles.
She sprays, scrubs, and the man chuckles.
She pours, cleans, drizzles, shakes and the man jiggles.
After a while she finishes.
“It’s done, baby,” she rejoices.
“It was fun, stagy,” he beams.
The friendly woman gathers all the cleaning products, takes the purse in her right hand, the man in her left, and
manages to upend an ashtray on her way out.
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skrike
amanda scott

Jen says you have the rest of the afternoon, then you have to git. So, you take your time with it, strolling through
your empty house, suspended above yourself, above the artifacts of your life, thinking about Meg. After the
accident, Jen checked you into the program. You’d always been able to control your habit: a shot here, a bottle
there. No big deal.
You recall the pastel blue scrubs they made you wear, the words “Moving from excuses to reality” threaded in
white across your breast. In the clinic halls you’d pass med students and thought you looked like them. But their
baggy scrubs represented something unfamiliar to you. After eight months, you thought you were cured, finally
rid of that mental itch.
Jen didn’t think so.
She’d gone to pick you up earlier that day—the day of your new beginning.
You were finally out and she didn’t want to hold your hand, barely mustered a hug. You could tell she’d been
crying and weren’t surprised when she said she needed more time. Meg sat in the backseat, just as she had
during the accident.
Your head rings a little now as if someone’s tapped a tuning fork to your ear; you try to drown her out. She’d
been in awe of the speed, the weightless spiral, the final smash. But really, she’d been in awe of you.
You’d come out of the clinic with only a water bottle. Nervous about getting into the car, you squeezed it like a
stress ball, making it pop against the pressure. Water has become a part of you. You drink and it nourishes. A
healthy substitute, they’d called it. Sometimes you miss the tingling, the warmth, the mad-dash of sweat across
your brow.
Her screams, that’s what you remember most. The way she’d shouted Daddy OH, Daddy OH. She’d OHed and
NOed, the sound of it forcing your hands from the wheel and into the limbo of space that separated you. Her
shrieks rose like song, a born soprano.
You remember the deer: its eyes hooded with thick lashes, nose like a piece of wet coal. Its face was spotted with
white all over, like someone had powder-bombed it a few too many times.
You entertain Meg’s cries once more. “Sweet mother…sweet mother of…!” She sounded like Jen, just like her:
same panicked tone, same mantra, same edge of disappointment. It broke your heart, but all you could do was
yell ‘Hey, hey!’ stupidly backwards.

You wander through your home like a stranger, bumping into furniture you’ll only see on holidays. You’ve downed
five water bottles today, and realize you haven’t taken a piss in hours. You step into the bathroom and note the
walls: custard yellow and an intestinal pink. Four identical walls surround you; a peaceful quarantine. You stand
before the commode. You’re standing, but your legs wobble, about to give out. And you want to fall, so you don’t
have to think anymore, don’t have to choose. Somehow, the plush bathroom carpet seems planted there just
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for you. You close the door and its shadow dowses the pastel walls. A sharp smell rises from the toilet—an acidic
fume. Jen forgot to flush the toilet.
Staring into the bowl, you imagine her on the seat: legs open, elbow hunched on one leg, her release. You
wonder how much moments like these meant to her. Forgetting to flush because her mind was somewhere else.
You figure you’ll have yourself a going away party, down all the hidden juice you stowed away. Jen’s taken Meg to
visit Grandma Meryl—giving you time to think. It’s not an easy thing, marriage. To you, it feels like one spill after
the next. Not much you can do, except keep wiping—soaking up the stains as best you can.
Word of the accident spread after people started noticing your car wasn’t in the driveway. You stopped taking
your morning walks; stopped waiting with Meg for her bus to arrive. Your neighbor Bryan cracked, no doubt. He
was watering his yard the night of the crash.
You’d spotted him when you and Meg emerged from the bayou across from your house. He waved, but stopped
watering once he saw you.
“Hey man, your face…you need help?” His question sounded more like a command: final, direct, imperative.
He’d stared down at Meg, eyeing her fringed pajamas. Everything’s fine, you’d said.
By then, the side of your face was a serious mess of sting. You’d hurried her through the field toward home. You
knew that look, the one he was giving her. Things didn’t look right, and it didn’t help that you just kept walking
her along in the dark.
You and Bryan used to be friendly. He’d join you by the bayou for a morning beer before heading to work, pass
along philosophies about Jen, things he’d heard from his wife. Thinking back, you know most of it’s true.
The week before the accident, you’d met him as usual.
“Man, you’ve got it made. Garden’s coming along real nice. That magnolia’s still got a ways to go, but Jen looks
like she’s taking care. All that fertilizer’s bound to do some good.”
Bryan had a way about him, always meaning more than what he said.
“It’ll bloom, just you wait. Jen’s a good girl.”
He’s fucking her, you’d thought, but relented because it was your first, and figured you should think something
else. You let it go, mostly, but egged him on with a line about her weight.
“She’s getting a little too curvy—the bed squeaks.”
“That bed’s so old, it’s eligible for pension. It’s not her, I can tell you that.”
He’d put the bottle he’d been working on to his mouth and chugged.
***
You relieve yourself and move upstairs toward the master bedroom. The carpeted floor feels airy against your
feet, like a sponge springing you forward. You’re not used to quiet floors.
Upstairs, you cross the game room toward the bay window that faces your street. The magnolia tree blocks your
view, but you can still see the bayou. You open up one of the smaller windows and peer out.
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Thick bands of pale green streak across your lawn; it looks like it’s been freshly cut. You figure Bryan’s been over.
You step onto the padded seat cushion lining the window and clasp your hands to its frame. Your head swims.
Your roommate tried to throw himself out your suite window. You’d only been in the program three weeks. You
noticed while you were thumbing through some old throw-away. He was leaning over the pane, swaying a bit.
You’d fired off some remarks, fluffing his feathers—just for fun. You didn’t mean anything by it. He started curling
forward, real quiet. You didn’t notice until you heard one of his back bones give like a twig snapping. You didn’t
want to spook him up, so you said something like, “Hey, what you looking at?” But he kept leaning, as if he’d fall
on cue—no problem.
You tried to pull him out of it. Jumped on your twin and turned on the TV, cranking it up, drowning out the wind
whizzing in through the window. Channels were limited to PBS, so you ran with it. They were airing a travel
program—had some kind of bagpipe quartet playing for an Irish Independence Day celebration. You couldn’t
follow the rhythm, so you waved your arms around, making up words to the song, which was really dull.
Turns out he’d just fallen asleep leaning over the window. Wasn’t trying to fall, but something in you thought he
needed to. That he wanted to. That you wanted to.
“Damn you! What the hell is this?”
Mac was in for the same reasons you were. One night he’d had too much and lit a fire in his neighbor’s pool
and soiled all their plants. They didn’t press charges, but a week later one of his buddies checked him into the
program. Mac hadn’t left anyone behind, except his buddies—said he was a Loner and preferred to have his
drinks that way too. He’d forgotten how it felt to sleep next to someone. And though he hated your snoring, he
enjoyed your company. He wouldn’t talk to anyone else. Eleven months in and he still got the shakes; couldn’t
get used to the water bottle regiment, so they let him drink milk instead.
He was a big guy. His habit of walking around in his boxers amused you. He was always moving around, strutting
to old Motown records he’d stolen from the rec room. “People say they feel free when they’re naked, like they
know why. Talk about cool breezes and the sun warming their nads and tickling their hairs. It’s all in their head.
The truth is they’re just tired of carrying all that weight, can’t even handle their own bodies. Or don’t want to.”
He’d stood staring at you on one of these occasions, mouth bunched up like a rosebud, hands on his hips. “Close
your eyes,” he said, so you did. You’d be going home the next day, finally able to sleep without your legs touching
the footboard. You were ready to see Meg. You tried to remember what she looked like with her eyes closed,
asleep, at peace. “Open up,” Mac said. You’d opened your eyes, and he stood in front of you, swinging his junk
back and forth, holding a dwarfed bottle of Jack. “One of my buddies came to visit me last week—I’ve been
saving it for today. Look, just like Elvis—I can dance and drink like him.”
“Yeah,” you said. “I guess so...”
He twisted the cap off, took a sip, and scrunched up his face.
He’d handed the bottle over. You took a swig and held the juice in your mouth, gargled it around like mouthwash,
hesitating, diagnosing. You were clean, they told you so, but you hadn’t been given the chance to resist or
accept. To obey: you knew how to do this by now. You wanted to make choices.
An hour later, Mac convinced you to strip down to nothing and run through the wing. It was a typical Saturday
afternoon: dimple-faced families visiting their uncles, brothers, nephews, fathers. Again, you hesitated.
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“I can’t fuck this up—Meg’s coming—and Jen.” You’d already shed your scrubs and were laying face down on
your bed. Mac hung over you, his eyes already glossy and red. They quivered in their sockets.
“C’mon, get your ass up. Last time you’ll ever see any of these geezers, these sprats trying to tell you what’s
what.”
“Maybe I need telling. Besides, you look like an Ebola patient—why would I wanna run with you?”
You tried shooing him away.
“Hey, I’m not the problem.” Jabbing a finger at the door: “It’s them that make it harder for us!”
You felt a slap. He smacked you raw and ran out. Your backside stiffened, then deflated. You sprinted after him.
His body rippled before you, hustling forward into the hall. “Skrike dammit, skrike!” he’d screamed.
“What the hell does that mean?” you’d shouted.
“Fucking scream!”
You remember opening your mouth to scream at the med student who tried to get in your face. But you couldn’t.
Your breathing quickened. You felt like your insides were exposed and stopped dead in the hall. You’d be seeing
Meg and Jen the next day and here you were. This was the best you could do.
Mac kept going, patting the tile like a tap dancer, not noticing. His voice grew hollow as it echoed through the
hall. “Skrike, goddammit!”
***
You jump down from the window landing and reach into your pocket. You clutch the hanky you’ve carried around
since you began the program; Mac gave it to you your first day in. “They got this thing called the Buddy System,
so that means I’m your designated Buddy,” he’d said as he handed it over. “They going to make you sweat, so you
better be prepared.” You dab your forehead, and tie the hanky around your head. You take off your shirt, move
toward the master bedroom, grip the knob, and step inside.
Jen’s left the balcony doors open. Maybe she left them open for you, while you packed; the only hint of presence
she’ll concede. But not her own.
The backyard pool casts sickles of light against the balcony bars. The air smells fresh, like it has no scent at all;
your lip tingles.
You head toward the closet. Jen hasn’t touched anything. Everything’s just as you remember it, except she’s
draped a long white sheet over your side of the closet. You lift a corner and find your favorite pair of sneakers.
Specks of white flake off like crumbs when you pick them up. You reach into the right one and wedge the bottle
out.
Before you and Meg set out for the drive, you’d filled two canteens—one with tea and a smaller one with Jack.
Waited for Jen to step out of the kitchen, and grabbed your bottle from the jumbo Wheaties box you’d hid it in.
You hadn’t even taken a sip, but already felt your high coming on.
You swallow some of the recovered Jack, slip off your sweatpants and boxers, step back out onto the balcony in
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your old sneakers. You finish the last of the juice, toss the bottle into the pool. The bottle shrugs across its surface.
Meg screamed and pleaded; she’d wanted it to stop. The sensation of hearing her shriek, sincere and openmouthed, ignited a fear and a calm inside you that you didn’t understand. But what bothered you most was the
silence afterward. You’d needed her to scream, to know she was alive, to know you were alive. Because you were
lost.
***
Your next door neighbor Linda sees you standing and shocks the air with a sharp whistle. She waggles her arms
around in delight, glad to see you. You figure she can’t see all of you. You squint and notice her hair is blonde now.
The sun seems to tilt, washing her out, so all you see is her head, bald and smiling.
She’s older, a widow with a son. She hardly ever came outside, but when she did you felt resolute, more sure of
yourself. You wonder what’s it’s like to be alone.
“Hey!” you shout, but she’s already back inside.
“Hey, yourself, stranger!” She’s back, now in a bathing suit. “What’s the skinny—you look dead.”
She raises a faded map filled with all the continents to the fence. “His fifth tour, thank God it’s peacetime. He’s
in Africa again—said last time the bodies just kept coming, falling down in the streets. No bodies this time, just a
lot of screaming.” She continues to shout.
“When’s he get back?” She doesn’t answer, just stands there with the map. You wish you hadn’t asked, and
wonder why you did in the first place.
“You thinking about jumping into that pool? I’ll join you.” She makes like she’s going to dive into her lawn and
plunges, her breasts flopping against her chest. “Jen says you’re leaving, she’s ‘giving you the boot.’”
“Yeah, the boot,” you say. “I told her I want to keep the pool, but she’s not having it.”
Linda rolls her eyes. You start to nod out, woozy from the juice. You try to think about Jen, Meg, the bayou,
packing, but your mind fizzles out. You’re not that high up, but you feel closer to the sky than the water below.
She whistles again, and the sound perks you up.
“So, you gonna get in that pool or what?”
“Jen says I have to git, that’s what she said—.” You start to shake. Something rises up, and you think it’s a yawn,
but your voices slips out. You’re screaming.
Linda ignores you, drops the map, and comes around the fence, her bare feet crunching the grass. She stops in
front of the pool, and grazes a toe through the water.
She stares into the pool: a quiet gaze. “I don’t know if he’s coming back,” she says, more to herself than to you.
She peels the straps from her shoulders and slides the suit down, stepping out of the basket of fabric. Her skin is
veiny, almost transparent. She waves at you, and jumps in. The sound of her breaking the water fills the silence,
the air now intensified by the mist. She stays under, still and motionless.
You wish she would come up.
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thimbles
joe baumann

She fit inside a tea cup, and he loved her even more for that. They could barely kiss because the moisture and
saliva on his lips nearly drowned her, enveloping her in a sticky sateen veil of spit, but he would let her sit on the
back of his hands when he typed at his computer and she would giggle and fall off when she was dizzy and he
would have to erase the garble of letters that poured onto the screen when she hit the keyboard. They never
went out: waiters gawked at her and couldn’t figure out how to serve her drinks, and the seats at movie theaters
were monolithic, and his biceps would ache if he held her up so she could see the screen for too long, and her
eyes couldn’t take in the wide, mammoth images anyway. So instead they sat at home on the couch, him lying
on his side, her cupped in the curve of his stomach, and they watched their tiny black-and-white television. She
used the extra fabric of his shirts as blankets, and the tiny pressure of her breathing against his navel often made
him fall asleep. He’d trained himself not to roll over or move while he slept so he wouldn’t crush her like some
fragile mouse.
When he mentioned marriage she cried enough tears to fill the thimbles she drank dollops of water out of, and
he blushed and felt nauseous because he didn’t know what was wrong and he always knew what was wrong. He
cupped her in his hands like he was drinking from a well and held her to his face. She held her hands against his
nose and rested her head against its bridge, and when she spoke it tickled; he had to resist the urge to sneeze.
Don’t worry, she told him, they’ll never understand us. Who needs to be married, anyway?
He wondered what his mother would think, and she could feel his nostrils flare, lifting her up like she was leaning
against an expanding balloon. She gripped his face tighter, fingers slipping against his clogged pores, and he felt
calmer, and they sat like that, his hands pressed toward his face. Someone peering through the window would
think he was drenched in sorrow, but in fact he was warming himself with a tiny woman wrapped in a bubble of
love.
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take me anywhere
kaitlyn tiffany

June 16
She is in the middle of the road in her dress and her heels.
She’s my best friend, Alysa. She has asked me to pull my car over and now she stands in my headlights, daring
me to get out of the car and run into the cow pasture with her. It is two in the morning.
We were talking about how small this town feels nowadays and then we decided to drive into the city and make
something happen. We wore sundresses and our hair curly, because we were distinctly aware that the heat
which made us want to move around was caused by summertime. We went to a “cool” hipster hole-in-the-wall
downtown called the Bug Jar and listened to a band. But there was no dancing and we could not buy alcohol.
Her fake isn’t very good. It only works at Tops. No one talked to us and we were bored within an hour. What
was more exciting was getting lost trying to find our way back through the city to my car and ending up in a
neighborhood so terrifying that we had to run into the Dunkin’ Donuts just to see something familiar.
Now we’re safe and sound on my road and we don’t know what to do with ourselves. We would go anywhere
if there were somewhere to go, but this is our best option. Getting into the cow pasture proves harder than we
thought it would be— it has rained all day and the ground under the fence is very soft; we have trouble pushing
off from it. We give up and sit instead on a combine parked near the edge of the road.
“Do you miss him?” she asks, and I ask her the same thing. We don’t miss them, we say to each other. “Are you
scared?” she asks, and I tell her yes. “Does this summer feel weird to you?” I ask and she says, “Probably.” We
decide the Bug Jar will be more fun when we bring a big group. Our friend Christina is very hip and she will know
things about the “music scene.” Our friend Sackett is very tall and blonde and she will get men to buy her drinks.
Our friend Kate is very sensible and she will remember how to get back to the car.
The next night someone gets shot at the Bug Jar and it is closed for the rest of the summer.
May 20
I say his name a hundred times tonight— at the beginning of every sentence.
Rem. All the eager, sad little poems I wrote foretelling this moment and when it gets here, we’re watching TV.
Betty White is on. He is laughing and I’m not. I’m a little uncomfortable, partly because I hate Betty White and
partly because I don’t know how long he wants me to stay. I wish it were all night, but I’m thinking that’s not
the case. Around one in the morning his mom comes down the stairs and wanders through the kitchen without
saying anything to me.
A few minutes later, I get up before he can ask me to get up and we face each other standing in front of the
couch. I forget about the blanket and it slides off of my knees and falls onto our feet— he kicks it away as clumsily
as ever and hugs me harder than I expected. We hug again at the door and then again at my car and every time
we pull away I say “Well,” instead of “Goodbye.” I sit in my car and let a stupid Nicki Minaj song play all the way
through before I leave. It is the last time I see him. I am wearing a grey long-sleeve shirt that is too big for me,
wrinkly denim shorts and flip-flops. I don’t remember what he is wearing. All I will remember is him laughing
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at Betty White and draping that green and red knit blanket over my knees. Pointing out the constellations for
me like we are still fifteen. Big Dipper, Little Dipper, Hercules, Virgo— all of the ones that they teach you in Boy
Scouts.
July 9
“Katie Bug has woken up in the mood for an adventure…She’s so excited, she can’t even finish her Cheerios!” She
near-shouts, proud of herself for remembering something.
My mother and I are lying on a pair of plastic beach chairs. We have given up trying to read our books—little kids
keep splashing water on them and the sun is too bright anyway. It is a day off from both of my jobs, a thing that
almost never happens in this, the summer after my freshman year of college. My sister Lauren is sixteen months
younger than me, which makes her now seventeen. She lies on the chair just to the left of my mother which sits
under the shade of an enormous plastic umbrella. She is asleep with a towel over her face to keep it from burning
and with tanning oil on the backs of her legs, despite my mother’s protest. My mother drags her fingers through
my tangled wet hair. They catch in the snarls and the tug sometimes hurts a little.
She doesn’t notice when this happens because she is trying to tell me a story.
She is trying to remember the story of Katie Bug and Little Bit and their faithful dog Nikki when they went to the
moon and brought back a green piece of moon cheese for Daddy. It’s the story she told me all the time when I
was very young and we lived in that tiny Michigan Street house. She can’t remember a lot of the details. But she’s
not getting frustrated— I am. Her voice is steady and untroubled as she keeps saying “Katie Bug is very brave,
Katie Bug loves adventures. So does Nikki, she is such a good dog. Such a good, faithful dog. Little Bit is a little
bit lazy,’ and then she laughs at her own joke, “always needing some encouragement to come along, but she is
incredibly loyal.” She keeps saying things like this but I’m pushing her to remember the story. I’m glad I’m turned
away from her because it’s easier to hide the hot tears pushing their way through the sunscreen grease on my
face. “Mom, but what happened,” I say, and I am begging.
May 25.
Rem,
John Mayer is on Jimmy Fallon. I need you as a time-killer right now.
Anyway, I hope you’re having fun. Is that a thing? Are you allowed to have fun? I remember you telling me that I
was allowed to smile but not laugh during your Eagle Scout thing. Does missionary training have the same rules?
I have no ability to perceive time, so I looked up a bunch of things that happened two years ago in order to give
myself a more accurate perspective on how long two years is. Here’s a few: The number one song was California
Girls. That does not seem like a very long time ago. Remember Maddi’s dance moves? Toy Story 3 and that
horrendous Karate Kid remake were just coming out. BP oil spill. Wow. Forgot about that completely. That was
eons ago. So… that exercise was useless.
Does it bother you that I didn’t address this to “Elder?” You’ve always been “elder” than me. So it goes without
saying. And also, you’ve always just been “Rem.” And I’m a creature of habit.
July 2
We still like to light things on fire.
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We still like it even though early in the evening someone dropped a can of silly string in the campfire and it
exploded, showering everyone near it with tiny bits of flaming shrapnel. Alysa and I each have a hundred tiny
holes in our tank tops and there is a deep pink welt on the side of her neck. We get over it fast and run out to the
dock to watch the fireworks. Brian helps us set off little fire crackers and light sparklers which we twirl leaning
over the edge so we can see their reflection in the water. We laugh so loud and breathe so much smoke, my lungs
hurt later and my sheets smell like ash when I wake up.
It feels so good. It feels like other summers. I want to linger in it.
May 29
Kaitlyn,
I’ll explain life here – hectic. We have so much work and so little time. Our days start at 6:30 and end at 10:30. It’s
tough but fun. I never thought I’d like having study time, ever. But we have it sometimes and it is very nice. “Very
nice” meaning my companion and I get to study and plan up the yin-yang (Asian joke) and accomplish some of
our learning goals. There are points in my days where my teacher will say “No Viet! Read something else so you
don’t go crazy.” The language is still completely foreign. I’m trying to find a Vietnamese person – male, with a low
enough voice and good pronunciation – that I can just copy his accent.
How is life? I don’t mean,” what’s on SNL?” I mean “how are you?” I know I’m 2000 miles away, with no visitors
and no internet and no phone, but the U.S. Postal Service is on our side. Get back soon.
July 3
They drop stupidly into the wax; they do not get a moment to know what hit them.
The moths. The ones that go up in flames in the candles in the middle of the table. The stars are out and
that’s nice, but on warm nights in the summer you can always smell freshly-spread manure. You can also see a
thousand bugs, silhouetted in the glow coming through the big glass doors. They beat against the porch lights
until they die. Thankfully, what air is close to us is already heavy and fully saturated with sticky-sweet wine and
thick cow-and-earth smell— no room for the sharpness of singed wing paper.
My father’s sister and her family are here from Ohio for the week, just like every other summer. And just like
every other summer they sit around the table on the porch to tell the same stories over and over, all night. Once
in a while someone has to get up and dance around, get the attention of the motion detectors on the porch
lights.
When there is a pause in the laughter my aunt says, “Margaret, honestly, I can come back for the week. I don’t
mind. I can help with anything.” My father grimaces in no one’s general direction and we all remember where
we are.
June 12
Two summers before, I am hired at a coffee shop in the mall 30 minutes from my house — Gloria Jean’s Coffees.
This mall has a Starbucks and so our eight-person staff, girls aged between 16 and 22, has a lot of time to fill. And
we fill it with talk and biscotti. The store-owner is a middle-aged Indian man named Chetan whom we love but
mock relentlessly. He speaks a slightly-broken version of English that is missing all pronouns and all necessary
uses of the word “the.” At Christmastime when the store gets busy and we are making a lot of money, he can be
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convinced to wear a filthy Santa hat that is kept, inexplicably, behind the microwave the rest of the year and to
loudly sing carols, hitting an average of 20 to 30 percent of the correct lyrics. I smell like caramel and coffee and
magic at the end of a shift and snort my sweater sleeve periodically while driving home.
I am working with Kelsey, and she is my best friend here. Admittedly, she is a hipster girl, with blonde hair that
is short like a boy’s, and lots of artistic black and white tattoos. She writes micro fiction about shower sex and
listens to a lot of Alabama Shakes. Sometimes she is a lesbian and other times she is engaged to a real-life
lumberjack who quotes Nabokov and studies film at Binghamton. But this is all because she is 20 years old, I’m
pretty sure. She’s good to me, and she loans me interesting books.
We are going to the movies tonight with Abby and Audrey, two of the other girls who work here. We’re going
to see Seeking a Friend for the End of the World and we both plan on getting a good cry out of it. This summer,
I have been spending much more time with these people than with my high school friends. I love them for not
knowing how this summer is different. Our conversations are so fantastically stupid.
“Smoking was at its sexiest in the 1960’s,” she declares. “I wish I could have lived then.”
“Err... what?” I ask, drawing myself out of the Sunday crossword puzzle from the week before.
“Because, you know, people had just started realizing it might be dangerous, but they did it anyway, just for the
risk. Now it’s not like that. Now if you start smoking you’re just a dumbass. Plus, the cigarette after sex thing, that
must have been pretty cool before it became such a joke. And fire hazard.”
“Gross.”
“Oh. You are such an asexual.”
“I am not asexual. I am just a-lone.”
“That’s really clever of you.”
“J.M. Barrie led an asexual adulthood and he wrote Peter fucking Pan.”
“He was also a dwarf with a tacky handlebar mustache and sinister friendships with little boys. You are young
and desirable!”
“Okay, well Tina Fey was a virgin until she was twenty seven. Catholic priests are virgins forever, presumably.”
“One, do not put yourself on the same level as Tina Fey. You’re embarrassing yourself. Two, how much of a role
model are you going to make of Catholic priests?”
“I’m done talking to you. Unless you happen to know the first film made in Cinema Scope, 1953, 7 letters.”
“That would be The Robe, starring Richard Burton and Jean Simmons.”
“Jesus. Christ.”
“Incidentally, yes. It is about the unfortunate crucifixion of that awe-inspiring gentleman.”
“I hate you.”
“I love you, dear,” she says, a little laboriously as she slams a five-gallon bottle of caramel syrup onto the counter.
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But I see it in her honestly good face that she only says things that are true.
July 18
Patrick R. Parrish of Ionia, NY died suddenly July 18, 2012 at age 16. Patrick was born the son of Terry and
Catherine Brassie Parrish on September 7, 1995 in Rochester, NY. Patrick worked at the Outdoor Store on 5 &
20 in Bloomfield for the past 4 years. He was a senior at Bloomfield Central School. Patrick enjoyed hunting
turkey or deer with his bow or gun, competition archery, snowmobiling, 4-wheeling, playing poker, video gaming
and harassing “bug”. He was predeceased by his grandfather, Donald Parrish. Patrick is survived by his parents,
Terry and Catherine Parrish; brothers, John and Ethan Parrish; grandparents, Lawrence and Helen Brassie and
Leona Parrish; aunts and uncles Michael Brassie, Rick Brassie, Laurie (Mike) Brassie, Mark (Debbie) Brassie, David
(Kristine) Brassie, Scott (Tracy) Brassie, Wayne (Anne) Parrish, Bradley (Abi) Parrish, Lynn (Lisa) Parrish; cousins,
Chet Brassie, Emma and Lucas Brassie, Chloe, David, Christopher and Matthew Brassie, Morgan “Bug” Brassie,
Valerie (Scott) Phillips, Tyler, Ashley and Megan Parrish and many friends.
Tonight I have a hard time falling asleep, and when I do I dream that I am in the Michigan Street house. I dream
that I am allowed to come here anytime I want— in the middle of the night, in the middle of the day, whenever.
The people who live here don’t talk to me much and don’t seem to like me, but I see they have left my sheets on
my bed and the wallpaper is the same. It smells like Goldfish and play dough in here. They’ve let it alone.
June 17
“Maybe he would take swing dancing lessons with you,” he suggested about the creepy customer we called
Hemingway as he stacked the large cups to the ceiling. In hopes of irking the morning opener.
I was running soap through the espresso machine and trying not to let my elbow get too close to his. Gloria
Jean’s had been a refuge from my weird, weird summer. But now here he was. Devin.
“I wish everyone would stop thinking I was kidding about that.”
“I don’t think you’re kidding, I’m just not tall enough.”
“Am I taller than you? Yikes.”
“Bikes. I only have an inch on you. A respectable 3-inch heel would leave us looking like Sonny and Cher. Unless
I had some too. But that would be awkward.”
“I hate Sonny and Cher,” I say, and he looks at me like he doesn’t believe this, or anything else I have said all night.
“Tell me about someone you like, Kaitlyn.”
“I love my cousin Jordy. She came over last night and pretended to listen to me talk about my personal life so that
she could beat me at Mario Kart.”
And then he got out a notebook and wrote the whole conversation down. “I have to,” he said. Unfortunately, I
did not have to. I just remembered it.
July 19—Morning
I’ve climbed over a gate. Easily this time, because I swing my leg unafraid that someone might see my underwear.
Now I’m lying on my stomach with one hand in the swimming pool and the other clutching my phone up under
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my chin. I have to be at work in one hour so I have set an alarm just in case I fall asleep here. I hope it will happen.
I called to tell them I might be late, the line at calling hours was so long. In this black dress borrowed from my
sister and my new “Wine with Everything” lipstick I had felt sort of pretty when I left the house. When I parked
my car in the first spot I could find, almost a mile down the road from the funeral home, I remembered to feel
bad about that. My sister had been there for hours already, standing next to Patrick’s family with her boyfriend.
I waited in line and signed the guest book and hugged the older brother, the one I graduated from high school
with. But we hadn’t been friends and there wasn’t much reason to be here but for my sister. She was immersed
in squeezing her boyfriend’s hand and there was nothing for me to do. I had been there twenty minutes when
the awkwardness overpowered me and I slipped out the back door and drove to my Aunt Sue’s house. I am being
paid to feed her dogs this week. The week in which one of my sister’s best friends has died in a car accident and
the week in which my mother is scheduled to have surgery. My grandmother will fall and break her shoulder and
not be found by my ten year-old sister until three hours after the fact, but that’s not a part that I know yet.
For now, I pay my penance for jumping the fence by grabbing the skimmer and taking off the first batch of
dropped leaves. There are flakes of old red paint on my sister’s dress now, and they cling especially to the
stickiness of my sweating summer skin.
June 7
Kaitlyn,
I’m sorry that I’m 2000 miles away. Sorry I’m not there to distract you.
What do I have for you from 2000 miles away? I don’t want to make you uncomfortable. But, I guess you know
that I talk to God every day. I know you probably think the way most people in Bloomfield though: “Mormons are
crazy, but Rem’s alright.” But Kaitlyn, I think you can ask Him. Ask Him for help. He loves you. He wants you to be
happy. Five years ago this March, one of my friends passed away. She was an awesome person who was so kind
and loving toward everyone. The night I found out, I didn’t know what to do. I was embarrassed and too upset to
talk to my parents. The first thing I could do was pray. But as I prayed, I realized that it was the only thing I could
do. The only thing. That’s what I have for you.
July 19—Afternoon
“Kate? That’s your name? Kate, you can hold the ice chips if you want.”
My Aunt Sheila picked me up from work and brought me straight here. My sleeves smell like coffee grounds and
while the nurse leads me around the corner, I hold them to my face discretely. I spent all day making a scavenger
hunt for the Friday closers and doing almost no work but Abby didn’t said anything about it. She just did all of the
dusting and I loved her for it. The clues were meager riddles but they had to be— I needed enough time to write
thirty of them. I hid them everywhere. In teapots and the underside of the cash register. The hunt ended with
a bag full of Tootsie Rolls I bought at Rite Aid on my break crammed into a half-empty container of lemonade in
the backroom.
We are allowed back here one at a time and at first I think my turn will be short so that my dad and my aunts
and my grandmother and all of my mom’s cousins can have a turn. But she keeps asking me for ice. She asks me
about work but I suddenly can’t think of anything that happened. Spoonful after spoonful, and each has to be
spun around her dry lips first. I want so badly to be prepared for this. I’m not though. The smell of this building
is making me sick— my hands are full, dealing with the ice and I can’t get my arm up to my face to make it stop.
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July 19—Night.
I get home from the hospital at nine o’clock. I stop to make sure my sisters are okay at their sleepover and that
they don’t need to come home. I call my dad and he tells me what time we will go to the other hospital in the
morning to see grandma. I call my cousin Jessie and she tells me grandma is fine, that she is eating pie with her
bare hands and her laugh almost makes me feel a bit better. I call Devin. By now, I am half in love with him. I’m
overwhelmed and I need someone to cry to and because I think I am in love with him, I want it to be him who
listens.
It feels so good. I yell at him. I yell at him because Rem has left me and everyone else he ever claimed to care
about all alone and expected nothing bad to happen to them. I yell at him because I am only me and I don’t want
to be responsible for everyone else’s pain. I yell at him because my sister is starting her senior year of high school
in just over a month and one of her best friends has died and her mother has cancer and her grandmother is 85
and starting to fall apart. I yell at him because I think I am in love with him and I want him to know me, because
I really feel all these things but I feel them bigger with him as an audience. Because I want his love and even
as I know I want it I know that this is wrong. I hang up and cry harder, ragged sobs with my face on the kitchen
counter and the granite hurting my cheekbones the way they deserve.
Alysa comes over. I take a sweatshirt of my father’s out of my parent’s closet and put this on with the same jeans
I wore to work. I put on eyeliner and I pull my hair up in a way that is pretending to be disheveled. We’re going
to the midnight premiere of the last Batman movie. We are going with Audrey and her boyfriend Kevin and the
boy I just yelled at and his girlfriend. It’s the worst idea, I think, and I am right. It will be the one and only time it
has to be this way though, I think, and I am right about that too. She does not want to see me again.
August 11
My mother takes my sisters and I to New York City the second-to-last week of summer. It is her favorite place,
after Disney World. She will start chemotherapy in less than two weeks and this is to be a last hurrah. For
summer, for my being home, for freedom inside her own body. We have all been here before, many times, and
we don’t need to go to the Statue of Liberty or the Empire State Building. Not even a little bit. We spend a lot of
time at the Met and even more time in Central Park.
My mother tells us about when she and my dad ate bagels over there and watched the Saturday softball game
the weekend that they stayed at the Plaza. It was a splurge for their tenth anniversary that they definitely
couldn’t afford. She recites the entire plot of It’s a Wonderful Life to a woman she meets in line at Magnolia
Bakery. We go there because of Sex in the City and because her doctor has told her to abandon any notions of
diet. She can afford ten extra pounds going into this and it may as well be put on by turtle cheesecake. Every
morning she sends me and Lauren around the corner to Starbucks with her order and writes WHIP CREAM in
capital letters on the post-it. She buys souvenirs for everyone we know from the gift shop at the New York Public
Library. Great Gatsby and Pride and Prejudice t-shirts, commemorative Public Library bookmarks and postcards,
hardcover collections of famous authors’ “New York stories.” Every book she sees me pick up she goes back
and tucks under her arm discretely with Christmas in mind. She plans on it. When we’re running through Grand
Central to get to our train, our suitcases weigh a million pounds from all the literary loot we are bringing back.
The train takes us to our car which we have left in White Plains. My mother has discovered the Bruce Springsteen
station on her satellite radio and this is what we listen to the whole way home. She usually has to tell us to be
quiet during “Thunder Road,” but we just pretend to fall asleep and leave her with it this time.
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July 26
I play my last ever soccer game with the girls I have been best friends with for eight years. My mother is there, of
course. So is my father. They are good sports when afterwards we all need to go to dinner at Tom Wahl’s and be
a team for that much longer. They know that it has been a week since my horrible night at the movies with the
boy I half-love and his girlfriend and they know that I have not kept my promise to stop talking to him. They know
that this is how I am keeping time, rather than “it has been a week since my mother had life-altering surgery.”
They know that I only took that raspberry pie and large-print book to my grandmother yesterday because the
boy I half-love seemed curious about whether I was visiting her enough. They know. They let me dip my French
fries first into ketchup and then into salt and laugh with my friends as the Tom Wahl’s employees scowl at us ten
minutes past close. They sit with the other parents who are there just letting us all be. They hear me say that
Rem sent me a “creepy Mormon-conversion letter” and they don’t say a word.
I sleep in my uniform and with my hair crunchy with sweat.
August 19
It is the night before I go back to school, and my boss is throwing a good-bye party for everyone at Gloria Jean’s
who is leaving soon. My mother thinks I should spend my last night in town “however I want,” and because unacted-upon twinges of guilt are invisible, it sure seems like I agree. We leave the party too late to afford getting
lost on the way home. But I’m driving and Devin is holding the directions, which he keeps messing up. At first I
think he’s just not paying attention and I yell at him to focus. When we get to the wrong end of Turk Hill Road for
the fourth time I turn off the music and put my forehead on the steering wheel.
“What. Is. Wrong. With. You. Where are you taking us?” I manage.
He shrugs. “I’m doing my best. This air freshener does not smell like anything anymore. You need to throw this
away.”
“Oh my God.”
Then, “Get my Mumford CD?” I ask. “It’s in the side pocket.”
“Sure. Turn left up here.”
“Are you sure you mean that? I need to get home.”
“Yes, I’m sure. You want to go home, that’s the way home.”
He fumbles around for a minute and his hand comes up with my worn and tattered high school parking permit,
saved there for almost two years. He looks at it like it’s a suicide note.
“Okay, fine,” I say. “Take me anywhere.”
August 21
Churches, libraries, cow pastures.
Elementary schools, maybe. Just the ones you haven’t been to in years but would recognize by the smell of finger
paint and soap if nothing else.
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These are the only places that should be open twenty-four hours a day. Places where you can find God. There’s
nothing else that’s incredibly necessary. Nothing else that can’t wait until morning. Not even hospitals. Not
airports, not drugstores, not Wal-Mart, not the Laundromat. When I say “God” I don’t just mean the one in my
Bible. I mean whatever serenity there is to be found in any place that is as quiet as a church and as set-apart as
the word “sacred” means originally. I mean solace.
I need it. Want it— God.
I have been back to college for two days. I am a sophomore. My sister is a senior in high school and now
everything is hers to deal with. I am eighty miles away. I have a book and a book light and I am railing against
the door of this chapel which I expected to be open, not because I thought it through and decided it logical for
a campus chapel to be open twenty-four hours, but because I didn’t think it through and it just seemed like the
way of things. I was having a nightmare. I just wanted to get somewhere safe. After a minute I give up and sit
down on the bench out front. It is still dark enough. Enough trees.
I read in the rain for two hours. I stay until the pages won’t turn anymore and my book is a ruined, swollen mess.
Some kids walk past under an umbrella and I can feel them seeing me and thinking that I’m nuts. That’s when I
run. The hood of my sweatshirt weighs one hundred pounds, and by the time I get half-way home and breathing
is hard, the rain is coming down so hard I’m spitting it out. When finally I get to the hot shower, it makes me
break out in hives from head to toe. I know there is nothing to do but swaddle them, so I towel off and put on all
of my warm clothes that are not made of irritating fibers. I zip and zip and zip. Up, up, up. I cover myself with all
of the quilts, even the extra-thick Christmas one and sleep that way. My new roommate wakes me up,
August 22
And she is very confused. My hair has dried in a weird shape; I figure it is worth my while to take another shower.
But first I remember the day and I call my mother. I tell her that Born in the U.S.A was the first CD manufactured
in the United States. Then I put her on speaker and start trying to pull apart some of the pages of my book. It
smells horrible, like century-old mildew. A page comes off in my hand and most of the lettering on the bottom
half of it has blurred into an indecipherable mess. The only part I can read says, “they had found the key to
happiness because they had never heard that love can be a sin.” I grimace and put it over near the open window.
After I hang up with my mom and get ready for class, I come back to the thing. I scoop up all of the displaced
pages and then the spine and I throw the whole mess away in the bathroom garbage down the hall. It won’t
change anything though. When I get close to sleep and too weak to stop it, my mind recycles the same scene—
“Take me anywhere,” I’ll hear myself say. “Take me anywhere.”
Anywhere but home.
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seven
chelsey clammer

I am running through a forest in Wisconsin. At mile thirty-seven, I’m about three-quarters of the way through a
fifty-mile race. I’m surprisingly still moving fast—as fast as someone running fifty miles can go. While the trees
are not rushing past me in a whirl, I am at least not dragging my feet through the almost-mud. The race started
with an annoying drizzle, but six hours later the trail is considering becoming dry. As I get deeper into the forest,
I notice that the tall quilt of leaves has blocked the ground from the warming sun. So I shuffle evenly along the
damp ground, and avoid the presence of physical pain by getting lost in my thoughts.
As I run, I think of the you who I want to be here with me. You are not my recent ex-girlfriend, and I’m very happy
about this. You are a woman I could actually see myself being with in a more than vaguely numb, or bored sort of
way. Unlike my ex-girlfriend, the you I imagine running with me is a you that has a personality, one I would enjoy
hooking up with—one that could jump-start our conversations, our connection. Right now, my fantasies of you
escort me down the course, helping me to weave around the forest, to navigate the trail of my own thoughts.
This forest is different from the one I used to explore when I was seven and growing up in Colorado. Here in this
Wisconsin forest, there are no pine trees, discarded deer antlers, or mysterious bowling pins. This forest seems
more mature as it is composed of towering oaks and experienced runners. It does not host short bush-like pine
trees or young kids wandering about out of boredom who name those trees as “The Smurf Forest.” But both
forests contain my fantasies about desire. Because it is my imagination about what the world could be that led
me to wander around that Colorado forest, and it also what brought the you into my head here, in Wisconsin. I
speak to you out loud, the you I desire to be here. I make eyes at you. I feel you running next to me. As I continue
my forward momentum for another two hours, I speak to you more and wonder if my sanity is slowly breaking
down into delusions as my body begins to tire. I’ve heard that ultrarunners can start to hallucinate after running
for so long, after the body starts to break down. Part of me wants this to happen, wants to actually believe, to
really feel with my whole hallucinating body that you here with me.
What I do know is that it is now seven hours into the race, and I am still trudging along with my fantasies about
us. You crack jokes, stoking my possible hallucinations and entertaining my exhausted body.
“What trail does the crazy runner take?” You coyly ask.
“I don’t know.”
“The psychopath.”
The you who is not a runner, and thus would never accompany me on this journey, is pushing chopped bits of
laughter into my ears. It’s a laugh no one else hears. It’s a laugh that keeps my legs moving.
Through your laughter and my increasingly delusional mind, I get into that zone of unconstrained mental space.
My mind explodes into a landscape reality cannot handle. I know the feeling of this mental release. I’ve felt it
since I was seven, since I first experienced how the wide area of a forest could expand my mind as my body
entered into a space of freedom.
In Colorado, I walked through the forest alone.
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IN COLORADO, I walked through the forest alone.
In the early 1990’s, my family lived in Elizabeth, Colorado. Elizabeth is a town no one has ever heard of. It’s a
tiny town with only one paved road and no stoplights. There is one high school, one middle school, and one
elementary school, which are unnecessarily separated into three buildings throughout town, as they could easily
fit on one campus. There is the small corner market, the one in the “downtown” area. “Downtown” meaning
there are three other businesses there: the movie store, the toy store, and the barber. And even though there
was this small market that was only a ten minute drive away from our house, my mom would make the fortyfive minute drive every week to one of the bigger corporate grocery stores—Safeway, I think it was—to do
the actual shopping. Living in Elizabeth, everything was a forty-five minute drive away. Swim practice, school
shopping, piano lessons. Where ever we went it was always that same forty-five minute chunk of the world, that
set amount of time that felt like forever in my little kid body. The way out of the town was down Farm Road 86,
(locally known as Kiowa Ave) where there were small patches of forests connected by farms, farm houses, more
trees, gates, fake deer lawn ornaments, American flags, real deer, plenty of dead squirrels, dead rabbits, dead
skunks, and unfortunately the not too uncommon dead dog.
I still remember which hills grew towards which houses. And I am still curious as to why the family who lived in
the white house nestled between those two tall hills, the house with the regulated bright green lawn in front of
it that lined the road, thought it was a good idea to make a fence out of wagon wheels and paint it white. That
seemed time consuming, like a lot of work that produced a non-funcional fence. I think one of the dead dogs
belonged to that yard. I wonder if the family blamed themselves, the dog, or the fence.
At the relatively all grown up age of twenty-three I lived in Austin where my dad had moved our family to when
I was in high school in order to follow his career. My ex-girlfriend, we’ll call her Angie, and I would take road
trips to Colorado in order to spend alone time at my grandfather’s mountain cabin. The drive was about twelve
to fourteen hours, depending on visibility and guts to go over the speed limit. Most of the drive was through
West Texas. There is nothing in West Texas but more of Texas. Dry, flat land consisting of tiny towns with one
paved road and one lonely stoplight separated Austin from Colorado. Amarillo, the northern most town in Texas
would be our smiling point. Amarillo meant we were getting there. In the thirteen-ish hour drive from Austin
to Colorado, it would take the first seven hours to get out of Texas. The first time we made this trip and were
celebrating our almost-departure from Texas in Amarillo, I commented, “Dang, Angie. We should live in Amarillo.
Colorado’s only six hours away. We could make weekend trips!”
“Chelsey, when you live in Amarillo, everything is six hours away.”
She had a point.
I knew I couldn’t live in Amarillo, because growing up in the small mountain town of Elizabeth, I had grudgingly
known what it was like to have everything be a forever amount of time away.
In Colorado, I walked through the forest alone.
Angie could never remember the chronology of her life. Did she date Billy when she was twelve or when she was
fourteen? Did Nana die when she was ten or thirteen? I, on the other hand, have always known the time line of
my life, and can usually pinpoint an event to within six months of its actual occurrence.
Angie’s lack of a memory was not something I found cute. Our conversations about the past would be very
frustrating.
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“How old were you when you dated Billy?”
“Um,” she bit her lip, “I don’t remember?”
“Who was your teacher in school?”
“What does my teacher have to do with Billy?”
“We’re trying to create a sense of time, Angie. If you can remember your teacher, we can figure out what grade
you were in, and then know about how old you were.”
“Oh. Um. I don’t know? I didn’t have any classes with Billy.”
I knew I could push her. I could ask her what classes she had that Billy was not in. Maybe then she would at least
remember that she had classes that had teachers that taught specific grades. Or, another memory-sparker: did
she have any major haircuts in high school? Did this Billy person tuck long blonde hair behind her ear, or did he
grab on tight to short red highlights?
Ultimately, I didn’t really care how old she was when she dated Billy. From her stories about him, he seemed like
an asshole, and I was quickly sliding out of love with her as fast as I had slipped into it. Perhaps this decreasing
love was because our brains didn’t recall the world in the same way.
I’m assuming she was thirteen, mostly because no one wants to remember the awkward age of thirteen.
Questions I ask myself in order to figure out how old I was when something happened in my life:
1. Where was I living?
2. Who was my teacher?
3. How long was my hair?
4. Was I hot or cold?
For example:
“How old were you when you first thought you were gay?”
1. I was living in Elizabeth, Colorado when I would imagine cuddling with a famous actress in order to feel happy
and get to sleep.
2. Ms. Gray was my teacher at the time, and I remember this because I had started to get a crush on her, too. And
I would also think about her as I walked alone through the forest out back behind my house. So it was 2nd grade.
3. My hair was short, and did not tickle my eyes when lying in bed dreaming about older woman kissing my
forehead. So that must have been the first half of 2nd grade when I cut my hair the summer immediately before.
I cut it because I got sap in it one day while walking through the forest, and decided to cut it short instead of
trying to wash it out.
4. I was wrapped up in a lot of blankets when I had those fantasies about those women, because it was cold. So
it must have been in November or December.
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Thus:
There was a time when I used to fall asleep wrapped up in blankets and dreaming about Murphy Brown and/or
my second grade teacher holding me close and kissing my forehead, my forehead as it was framed by my short
hair. This would soothe me happily to sleep. Therefore, the first indication I was gay was in the late fall or early
winter of 1990, when I was seven-and-a-half years old.
Maybe all of this is to say I have a good memory.
Or, that I have liked to cuddle with women for a long time.

In Colorado, I WALKED through the forest alone.
I am running my first fifty mile race. This one is in Texas. I have become addicted to the feeling of moving my body
for eight hours. This addiction grew from a need for space. Angie despised the fact that I ran long distances. She
couldn’t understand why I would want to spend three to five hours every Sunday morning running by myself,
rather than being around her. It was a valid question—one to which I only ever gave a half-assed answer.
“It’s not that I don’t want to spend time with you, Angie, it’s just that I love running, and I can only ever do my
long runs on weekend mornings.”
“But don’t you love me?” While irritating, it was also a valid question.
“But Angie, I never question why you spend eight hours every day reading philosophy rather than spending your
time talking with me.” A pretty damn good defense to avoid answering the question.
I’m able to remember this conversation, because we had it more than once. In fact, it was almost a weekly event
for at least three years. That’s a lot of defending my space.
Because ultimately, that’s what it was about. I needed that space. I needed the space of running eighteen to
fifty miles not just to get away from Angie, but for the well-being of my own head. I needed to be able to get
my body out into the relatively uninhabited spaces of the world in order to think, to dream. Not a lot of people
understand this.
One question people inevitably ask when I tell them I run ultramarathons:
“What do you think about when you run for that long?”
I usually answer that I sing to myself, or that I just zone out. I don’t know. What the fuck do you think about for
eight hours? What I won’t say, but always want to, is that I fantasize about being around other women. Which
is actually true.
“Don’t you get bored running alone for that long?”
Nope. I keep myself entertained.
Because I rarely feel like I’m running alone. I usually have one to three other women running alongside me in my
head. I’ve had some monumental conversations with my therapist while trotting along, and I’ve had extensive
conversations with women I admire who don’t even know I exist. It’s fun. It makes me feel special. My solitary
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body as it is in motion helps to give me the head space in order to be happy—to give my imagination the space
it needs to wander.

Other questions asked when I tell people I run ultramarathons:
* What’s that?
* Why?
* You run fifty miles all at once?
* Do you sleep?
* Do you eat?
* Are you crazy?
The best response I ever got when I told someone I ran fifty mile races:
* You must really enjoy running.
Yes. Because it’s about getting the body moving, the body out into an alone space that gives my mind the space
to expand.
On my long runs, I would never imagine spending time with Angie, because I have a desire for adventure, not
mere satisfaction.
To give her credit, Angie did put one fantasy into my head when we tried to do something about our floundering
sex life. The more we weren’t getting along and not having sex, the more I spent my Sunday mornings running
in order to actually feel my body, to get out of the restricted head space my mind always found itself in after our
fights. Angie finally tried to do something about this.
“Maybe I’ll surprise you one morning,” she attempted to tease. “You’ll be finishing up your run, and I’ll jump out
from behind a tree. Then I’ll push you up against that tree, and take your clothes off, and make love to you right
there.”
She said all of this in the least exciting voice imaginable. A monotonic desire. Even her fantasy voice was dull.
Boring. So I altered the scene in my head, imaged a rough shove, torn clothes, and skin that scraped against bark.
We had great sex once. It was after I had ran twenty-eight miles, when my body had accumulated enough free
space to take home with me so I could continue to create a different fantasy.
In Colorado, I walked THROUGH the forest alone.
1. When Angie and I fought about the amount of time I spent running, I got through those hours knowing I would
go on a long run the next morning—for no other reason than to piss her off.
2. There was a moment when I thought, “I do love Angie. We can make it through this.” And then I laughed,
because I knew it was so not true. Angie poked her nose up from behind Nietzsche and asked what was so funny.
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3. Angie insisted on getting cats. I wanted my dog. She wanted cats. I lost my dog. She got her cats. I forfeited so
we could stop fighting about it. As I had feared, Angie never cleaned up after the cats. Fishing out cat shit from
the litter box one day, I found myself sifting through the hard stuff we thought was love. I found nothing but old
bullshit that needed to be thrown out. There was nothing worth saving.
4. Angie and I once sat through a performance that shed light on our relationship. I jotted down a quote from the
final act: “Do not fuck anyone you wouldn’t want to be. Do not be anyone you z wouldn’t want to fuck.” I
never wanted to be a philosopher as I found it restricted my imagination too much. Angie loved philosophy, got
her PhD in it, became a certified structured thinker. According to the quote, I should have left, now.
5. Three years later I finally did admit it. “I am through with you.”
In Colorado, I walked through THE FOREST alone.
In the forest next to my house in Elizabeth—the town that was forty-five minutes away from the world—I found
a bowling pin and chunks of AstroTurf. I think the forest used to be a campsite or maybe an RV park, at least
that’s the explanation I made up while I wandered through it when I was seven. There were also rusted metal
signs with numbers painted on them hanging from different trees. But there were no roads or trails leading up
to these ideas of parking spaces. Just signs, and the random metal fence post connected to no fence. My belief
that the forest used to be an RV park somehow made sense in my mind. It also somehow explained the bowling
pin I found sticking up from the dirt. Because bowling pins are naturally found in RV parks, right? This reasoning
proves the fact that when given enough physical freedom, I have quite the imagination.
Between my house and the forest, there was a road that was more like a trail. It led to an imaginary tree house.
This tree house probably belonged to the boy who lived in my house before me. I say it was imaginary because
there was one plank of wood nestled in the Y of the thick trunk, and that was it. One piece of wood, and it was
not even nailed down. There were no walls, no roof, no looking out point for the dangers of the world. Just a
plank of wood, a spot that provided a great view of the mountains and the valleys leading up to them, a space
that allowed the mind to wander.
The plank that was not a tree house sat watch over my real house, my real house that sat watch over my favorite
forest.
Maybe my love for this forest grew from its strangeness. Instead of hanging out indoors and talking on the phone,
like my older sister did, I would meander alone through the endless possibilities of this forest. The oddities I
found would help to release my imagination. I would poke around trees, tall weeds, yucca plants, and bushes. I
would get lost in my own made-up stories.
By having the freedom to roam in this forest, I stumbled upon an attraction to feeling space in my head. I could
escape the banality of living in the forty-five minute drive away from everything town by fooling around with my
own imagination.
In Colorado, I walked through the forest ALONE.
It is twenty-one years after my forest walks. I have just ran my last fifty mile race, because now I know I do not
need them anymore. I have finally broken up and away from Angie. It was a bad break-up that involved a lot
of screaming and sobbing, but now I am recovered from Angie and have long ago started to think about other
women I admire, women who I would want to be—women I would not only want to fuck, but with whom I would
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also want to share my head space. Like the you I thought of while I was running my fifty-mile race earlier this
afternoon in Wisconsin.
I have finished the race and my sore body needs to rest. So I bring my images of the you I ran with back into my
mind. I now imagine you lying in my bed at the beginning of something that might evolve into a you and me sort
of thing. You ask me to tell you a story, because you, like me, are having a hard time going to sleep. So I mull over
which story to tell you, because I want it to feel good on your skin. I want to skip the sad parts, but also not get
too funny with it, because after all we are trying to get to sleep.
I choose the story about the forest in Colorado I used to walk through alone when I was seven. As I’m lying here,
holding the pillow I know is too small to be your body—and that doesn’t phase me at all because it could feel like
a part of you, so I’ll go with that, and besides the color of the pillow case is similar to the darker ring of brown
that circles your pupils before jumping into the black—and I begin to rock you to sleep with words about space
and nature and childhood independence and imagination. I tell you about the road that was more like a trail, the
rickety swing set with butt-piercing splinters, and prancing deer. And in all of these details about trees and yards
and yucca plants and mountains and imagined tree houses, my mind suddenly recalls how the neighbors at the
end of our long gravel driveway raised peacocks.
I’m more awake now than I meant to be when I started telling you—the you who doesn’t even know you’re
here—about my forest. This peacock detail throws me off guard, because here I was telling the you who’s really a
pillow about my childhood, and now there’s this brilliantly colored exotic bird sitting in the middle of it, and it all
feels so fantastical. As if it’s too much to be real, because now in my made-up conversations with the you who’s
not really here, I’m concerned with telling the facts. Suddenly I want to text my mom and ask her if our neighbors
in Elizabeth did indeed raise peacocks. But it’s late, and what if my mother answers with, What the hell are you
talking about? How could I fit that into my story for you? I wanted to tell you something that was comfortable
and soothing, something about how physical freedom can create a calm and open mind, but now I have this
bizarre story about exotic animals that just shouldn’t exist in small town Colorado. Birds that might have been a
part of my imagination as I wandered through that free space of the forest.
But then again I did tell you the detail of finding the random bowling pin in the middle of my forest, so I guess the
sensible lullaby was shot to hell long before I got to the peacock.
This story keeps us awake and giggling, and I kiss the soft pillow that is not the top of your head, and realize I’m
back to imaging something I am only dreaming is there.
For a second the brown pillow and one-way giggles actually feel more real and plausible than the peacock. But in
my head, I’m pretty damn sure the peacock was there, and I know for a fact that you are not here.
I am alone.
I am in my head.
I know this space.
I’ve known it since I was seven.
In Colorado, I walked through the forest alone.
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between mothers and their daughters
brittany mcintyre

I remember the car, our silver Chrysler with the dents in the front. Matt had been so mad, shaking and red faced
as he clung to the steering wheel. Eyes never leaving the road as he screamed that he hated me, that he wished
I would die and then that the brakes were out and I should jump out of the car before we picked up speed. I
opened the door. I watched the asphalt blur by so fast that it looked like liquid, a silver river running beneath me.
I can only imagine what happened next, the way I flew out over the landscaped yards that lined the hills above
Huntington. The way I must have turned somersaults in the air, diving and pushing through as whooshes of wind
sprayed my face. Then the impact, the thud as I made contact, gravel popping away from me like shrapnel as I
hit the surface. The tear of my skin. I know that at some point, my eyebrow was torn open by the black asphalt,
filling it up with little pebbles as I skidded across. I know this not because I remember it, but because I remember
the way it felt later when they irrigated my brow. Either way, when I shut my eyes, I can see the way it must have
occurred, the way sometimes you just know things.
***
I was sitting on my daughter’s bed, brushing her hair as she watched the My Little Pony show. Triangular heads
and neon bodies made the horses look different than I remembered them, when I was a kid they looked like
normal horses but had colorful tails. My eyes narrowed as I turned my attention back to her hair, where I had
discovered a strange sticky place, something that matted together her fine, ashy locks.
“Why did you have that plastic over your eyebrow?” she asked me, interrupting my grooming process.
“What are you talking about?” I asked as I tried to recall an instance where I might have dressed as a pirate.
Her hand flew up to her own face, short, stubby fingers exploring her eyebrow. “You know, when you’re eye got
hurt? When Daddy pushed you out of the car?”
I hadn’t said that to her, that he pushed me, and I doubted anyone else had, either. It had been four years since
my expulsion from the car, at least two since she had asked. And I knew by the way “when Daddy pushed you
out of the car” was a question, not a statement, that it wasn’t my eyebrow she was really asking about. My
hands began smoothing out the white sheets I had bought her for her birthday, stretching tight the pink and
purple stars that decorated them as I tried to think of what to say. I wondered if my own mother had felt this
way when I had done the same as a child, asked questions I really didn’t want to know the answers to questions
that tore at the stitching of the real question.
***
“Are you saying that Matt pushed you out of the car?” his mother asked me, her eyes small in the way that made
them appear black. She leaned on her elbows to move towards me across the table. Having breakfast with the
two of them- his staunchly Catholic mother and father- meant that I was sipping water trying not to throw up
while they gorged on fried eggs and home fries. The day before my body had been skinned. The whole left side
of my body looked like my knees when I was little and used to fall out of trees. Zoe had moaned when she saw
my eyebrow, or rather the gash that was dug into it, her small frame huddled against the car door to get away
from me. Didn’t want me to touch her. As if I were someone else, not the mother who spent every night curled
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up asleep beside her. Why was it so hard for my mother in law to believe what I was saying to them as I watched
them dig at their eggs with the tinny silverware?
“What I’m saying,” I said, “Is that I don’t remember.”
As I sat with Ed and Mary in Bob Evan’s, being questioned about what had happened the day before, I stared at
Mary’s double chin and the way she seemed to bite at her fork when she put her greasy egg up to her mouth.
I tried to piece together fragments, but get distracted by the wobble of egg and flesh and can only remember
moments. The police had questioned me the day before in the emergency room, made it clear that they believed
he pushed me, in the white room with the gray equipment, the monitors beeping to alert everyone that I was still
alive, I wondered if I was really there as I touched the area right below my eyebrow, wanting to touch the wound
but knowing my fingers weren’t clean. There was something in the way the brakes suddenly started working
again as soon as I took flight, the way witnesses said he’d been pumping them the whole time. At the top of the
hill, he had no problem turning around to come back. Despite their protests, to the cops I said I jumped.
***
“I don’t understand how it gave you a scar,” Zoe said with a scoff as I finished her hair. “The car is only a couple
inches off the ground.”
I stood up and crossed the room, opening her white dresser to pull out pajamas for her to wear. Princess ones.
“Well . . . it was moving.”
“Right,” she said, in a way that trailed off at the end, as if she were asking “And?”
Why does movement cause more damage? It makes sense to me, but I don’t really know the science behind
it, just that the faster you’re going the more there’s friction when you hit the ground. There’s something I can’t
articulate; it’s not like I just fell out of a parked car. Maybe if I wrote it down I could say what I meant, but I
couldn’t just stop to write down my life story for my eight year old right before I tucked her in to go to sleep.
***
Finger literally itching from absence, I picked up a black, fine point Sharpie that I see lying on the dresser, the
scratched up, wooden piece that I clutter with every piece of junk mail I have no home for. The one that catches
the receipts and change when I empty out my pockets each night. As I took the marker, I collapsed into the floor,
landing in that same crossed way, my body naturally curling up into itself as if to block everything else. Brick
colored carpet caused my skin to itch as I stared at the foot of white wall between my doorframe and my dresser.
Frozen for a moment, pen in the air but not making contact, I started after a pause of hesitation. I wrote in big
scrawling cursive, loops of ink creating a mural against the blank canvas that shuts me in. Drivel spills out mostly,
sentences that sound like what they are: the word vomit of a broken woman who has no idea what to do except
the only thing she knows how to do. Write. I cursed him, not caring that I lived in a rental property, not caring
that someday, someone would see the madness I scribbled. I just get it out.
Before he left, we had fought. I had been watching television on the bed, a flannel shirt of his buttoned up to
my throat. Spread across the bed, legs folded, I was enjoying being alone when he walked in and over to me.
I patted the bed and he sat down on it, joining me. It had been three months since we had sex and when he
started to kiss me, I pressed my body against his. He took off his pants and began to wedge my legs apart, so I
pushed him off, my arm struggling under the weight of his tall, broad frame.
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“What’s wrong with you?” I had asked. “Are you fourteen?”
He rolled his eyes to the ceiling in that exaggerated way he had and I stared at him, waiting for a response. My
head swayed back and forth and I realized I was actually shaking my head at him I was so puzzled by his behavior.
He started to kiss me again and pushed me down onto the sheets that smelled of sweat and were decorated with
grease stains. We wrestled, my dough like limbs white and fleshy pushed against his, finger locked. Then I was
down and a pillow was over my face and I couldn’t see anything as I felt him pressing it down. I tried to claw my
way free of him. Nails pushed into human flesh create a gritty sort of tear, I learned, and a noise that sound like
snow when it’s crunched down by a fat, wet boot. Sponge like the way it gives under the weight and absorbs.
With no reason, he releases and I can breathe; I draw a deep breath even though the whole event lasted less
than twenty seconds. I pull my arm back to slap him but he grabs it, bares teeth, and bites. My reaction is to
yank away and I end up hurting myself worse, causing a tear as his teeth hold on to me.
He kissed me and for the first time in months I didn’t feel a wave of nausea or the urge to escape, instead I felt
the most basic response: the urge to kiss back. No longer repulsed by him like I had been, merely at myself. In
the back of my head a voice told me that I was a cliché, something far worse than a statistic because violence
isn’t romantic and letting him breathe heavy against my flesh and grope at me, letting him consume me the way
he was somehow romanted violence. That’s what ran through my mind, that and a little voice telling me that no
one would be able to understand.
After it’s over he got dressed and I watched him, tall and towering over me, his chestnut hair sticking out from
his head like straws. Like a scarecrow, I thought. He pulled on his wrinkled khakis, the ones he would wear for
too many days in a row before he washing them. I watch him as I lay sideways on the bed, my elbow pinning
down the pillow. My bed, the one with the bright red t-shirt cotton sheets I bought, the one that felt so foreign
to me. Matt looks at me one last time, his face blank and his thin eyebrows drawn down to the bridge of his nose
and he walks out, through the living room, out of the house. As he pulls the door shut I wonder if he’s still mad.
My bedroom walls were white but dingy, gray spots and stains running up the sides and they made me feel
trapped by four walls, like a prisoner in a mental institution who writes on the wall with their own feces. At
least I used a pen, I thought, smiling at my own humor. Tense and tight, my muscles propelled me forward, but
I couldn’t move- too tired. Instead I rested with my blue eyes clamped shut, my face buried in the pillow that
smelled peppery like his cologne. Tucked away inside a cottage- a green shuttered, stone faced cottage- cuddled
up to a little, moppish white dog that I take for walks and a small child with round cheeks and eyes the size of
fists. On the outside, my life was sweet. A happy ending. Inside my house, I was still the girl with the boyfriend
that walks out thirty feet ahead of her because he claimed his legs are too long for him to slow down. The one
who reached out for his hand only to find that his fingers are too broad to lace between hers.
So I sat. On the floor, hands balled up in frustration staring at the mounds of dirty laundry I can never keep up
with, the writing on the walls that someone would eventually see. I knew I should care, be embarrassed that I
scribbled like a two year old, but I could barely bring myself to care what the day holds, let alone months or years
in the future.
Over the phone with my mom that night, I relayed the whole mess to her. My face was raw from crying and I
knew that the white skin around my freckles had turned red, the way it always did when I cried. Like bull’s-eyes.
She suggested that I should probably walk away, but I knew she didn’t believe it because, at the end of the day,
as long as I had someone, she thought I was doing just fine.
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***
My mother, her forehead sopping with sweat and her puffy hands clenched together, kept telling me how thin I
looked. Which simply wasn’t true. Not that thin, just not as fat as I used to be. My legs were slender, that’s true,
and my collarbone looked nice since it was actually visible. Either way she pointed out my change in physique
at least ten times since I arrived at her house a mere half hour ago. Not worry driving her, although she knows
I’ve been having trouble eating lately, or even pride. She’s driven by the fact that she has a selling point. As I sat
on my grandma’s brown tweed couch, Matt sat next to me. We had been divorced for four years and he wanted
to show me a scrapbook he’s put together, although the photos lacked organization and were simply roughly
jammed into the album’s pages. As I thumbed through the pages, I notice that he has pictures of our wedding
day, but none of me. It seems strange, this absence. Like he somehow wanted to keep the day, just change the
guest list of the event so that I was never there.
My mother leaned down so that her elbows pressed into her knees and smiled too wide. A smile that looked
like a box. Her eyes lit up as they darted back and forth between us, seeing something she wanted to believe
existed. She didn’t care that I’ve remarried, or that he chose to memorialize the day of our union without me in
attendance. She got up and came to join us, but I stood up and intercepted. Holding onto the edge of her shirt,
I led her into the kitchen. I looked in her green eyes that are somehow clear on the sides and I reminded her that
this man once held a pillow over my face so that I couldn’t breathe.
“Do you remember, Mom?” I asked. “Do you remember when I would call you freaking out and crying because
he’d hit me or cheated on me? Or because he locked me out of the house or took off for days at a time?” I
wanted to shake her, but instead I just asked her, “Remember that time . . .”
Face still as concrete she stared right back at me, no problem holding my gaze, and said: “I really wish you would
have told me that all this was going on. After you two split, it shocked me to hear about the way he treated you.”
I walked out of the kitchen and almost tripped on the heel of my gray boot and she followed behind me. Arms
crossed around my body, I lowered myself back down on the brown tweed couch and tried to watch whatever
was on the flat screen. Tried to tune them out. My mom had shaken off the conversation we had just had and
was looking brightly at Matt’s long, equine face. As she leaned close to him, with a voice high and full to the
brim of enthusiasm that reflected her majorette youth, she asked: “Matt, can you believe how thin Brittany has
gotten?”
“Can you just shut the fuck up?” I responded to her, my voice equally full of saccharin sweetness despite the use
of swears. As I felt the color leave my face, I realized I was ashamed. At some point, I told myself, I would have
to assert myself and make it known that I don’t want to be sold to this man and no matter how coy and cutesy
my mother acts, I will not re-live my past with him. My mind kept egging me on, channeling my inner brat that
wanted me to tell her that all she is doing is picking at something that is mostly stitched up, that she’s not only
bringing up my past with him, she’s making me re-visit old grudges I have towards her. The way she has always
spun things, taking things I’ve confided in her and either willfully denying I ever told her or insisting I must be
overdramatizing them now.
Regardless of the anger I felt towards my mom, regardless of my resentment that she treated me like something
she needed to show off and peddle, I felt ashamed when my ex walked out of the room after I cursed at my
mom. He was chuckling quietly to himself and muttered something about “letting us handle our disagreement
privately.” Pleased with himself because how many times had I accused him of having anger problems? And
which one of us was swearing at our mother in front of company? Just me.
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***
I can see my mother the day she signed over custody of me to my grandparents. I remember it, even though I
wasn’t there. She told me about that afternoon so many times that it’s like I’m watching it on a movie projector.
She was seventeen at the time, but in my film she looks thirteen; her sandy blonde hair that falls in straw-like
wisps to her shoulder is covered by the white, starched cap of her majorette outfit. The sun is shining so bright
that there’s a white glare behind her and behind her is the gray saltbox that we didn’t live in until I was five and
she was twenty. She told me that the day she signed the papers it was hot, and she was sweating from doing
cartwheels in the front yard. Her body is flat and rigid and her limbs don’t move as she tumbles across the neon
frosting green grass, her body a C shaped wheel. Occasionally when I play this scene, she is holding a Sparkler.
She says that they came out with the papers and she signed them. They told her all the papers did was enable
them to seek medical treatment for me, something that was necessary because toddlers can have accidents so
fast. I want to ask her, didn’t you read them? Didn’t court paper have to be notarized, even then? But she tells
me about this day like she was tricked, like she didn’t understand what custody was, the same way she swears
she didn’t know you could get pregnant the first time you have sex. The same way she erases all blame from
anything she does. It was my mother who taught me that you can re-write your own history.
***
Zoe didn’t want to go to sleep and argued more than usual when I turned off the television that night. Her
forehead, so baby white and smooth I could see the turquoise of her veins, was warm as I bent down to kiss her.
Sometimes I would just stare at her, loving how our eyes are exactly the same color but just a different shape.
“I know it’s confusing,” I whispered as I leaned back and put my head close to hers on the pillow. “But you don’t
need to think about it. Your daddy is a good person and he cares about you, he just gets mad sometimes. Even
Mommy gets mad sometimes, yeah?”
She nodded her head at me but didn’t answer and I was satisfied, knowing I had said just enough to silence
her for a little while. Before I had children I never thought I would lie to them about anything. I believed that
it was healthy to be an open book. Laying next to my own child, so close to her that I could feel her breath hot
and humid against my cheek, I knew that there were some things I would never tell her, no matter how deeply
I wanted to. I would never say to her that her father, one way or another, had wanted me dead the day I took
flight out of the same van I used to do my motherly errands. I would never tell her that I believed if her father
didn’t still want to please his parents, we probably wouldn’t see him anymore. Most of all, I’d never say that
sometimes I hated how her eyes were the same color as mine, but shaped just like his.
Some things, I realized as I shut my eyes and tried not to fall asleep in her bottom bunk, just have to be revised.
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love letter
nicole caldwell

The little old men at the Redwood Tavern agree: the Winchester Model 12 is the greatest shotgun ever made.
When the cows come home, pigs fly, Hell freezes over, and the music dies, you can bet there will be a handful of
old coots parked in rocking chairs on front porches holding their Winchester Model 12s across their laps. These
guns are going to be Redwood’s ticket out of the apocalypse, I’m told: Oil spills in the Gulf, terrorist attacks, alien
invasions, plagues—you bring it, the Winchester Model 12 will smite it.
The Model 12 is a direct descendant of Winchester’s Gun that Won the West, they tell me. That intimidating
history, drawn from a beautiful and god-forsaken time of manifest destiny that carved trails of tears through
what would later become a flurry of golden highways, strip malls, and Taco Bells, gave the Model 12 its grit.
Winchester Model 12’s tenacious 1912 design was something firearm enthusiasts had never seen before. And
you better believe that while only available in a 20 gauge (perfection has no need for flexibility), the Model 12
would fast become the first internal hammer pump-action shotgun success story.
The United States Army scooped up 20,000 Model 12 trench guns for World War I; and 80,000 were bought
by the Marine Corps, Air Forces, and Navy for World War II. In fact, almost 2 million Winchester Model 12s
made their way into the hands of soldiers, housewives, hunters, and Jonny Q. Publics before the model was
discontinued in 1963.
This is the kind of gun you take into battle. It’s the kind of gun you reach for after waking up in the middle of
the night when something goes bump. This baby is the Cadillac of cannons; the Winfrey of weaponry; the Rolls
Royce of revolvers. That Winchester Model 12 is one hell of a shotgun.
Tell the preacher to suspend all service—that gun and I are going places. Wedding veils and open roads and deep
soul-searching on the backbone of the US of A with my Winchester Model 12. How-eee, the tingle of tactical
perfection and love-falling. Winchester Model 12, you must be the one.
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still
sara walters

I sometimes forget that the air outside moves. It breathes and pulls and if it sits still for too long, I notice.
With my window closed, my bedroom holds its breath. The blankets on my bed sit undisturbed in my absence,
curled to the form my body left them in. I don’t like to let the outside in. I don’t like to pull the curtain back,
to lift the blinds, to thumb open the locks and push the window up from the sill. I don’t like to hear the cars
outside from my bed, to feel the dry night moving into my sheets. When I am inside, all I want to feel is the
push of my pillow under my ear, Florida’s beaches breathing in the hallow shell my palm forms over the other
one. When I let the light in, it hurts my teeth. I clench them tight behind my lips, the ache in my jaw enough to
distract my eyes from what’s outside. I don’t hate the world, I just don’t feel at home in it.
a man admits to boiling his wife
the LA times prints a vague photo of an empty gurney
sitting outside the backdoor of a cafe.
I imagine her skin
dropping from her bones
the water pink and oily.
I imagine him stirring the tub
wisps of wet hair caught
around the end of the stick
he stirs with.
what did he use? a sawed tree branch?
a golf club from the set he bought
and never used? or did he simply let her
simmer? untouched? melting like
sweet sugar in a pan? did the room smell
of molasses and perfume? did he
sit beside the tub and tell her stories
while she lay there, face down,
bloated and soft?
In the paper, police reported the man threw himself from an eighty-foot cliff when suspicions of his involvement with his wife’s disappearance began. He jumped with his arms up, screaming, or so I read. He gave his
statements from a wheelchair in the hospital after impossibly surviving the fall.
I want to cut the article from the paper. I want to tape it to the wall in my room. I want to study the pointillistic
photograph, like I used to do when I was a little girl, peering through my father’s magnifying glass at the newspaper pages, counting the colored dots that made up the pictures. The tiny dots are pieces of a whole, like the
broken limbs of the boiled wife, bent and thick in the pink oil.
I know the clipped paper will lay still against my eggshell wall. My window closed tight, the blinds dropped
and curtain closed. The blankets on my bed untouched, no quiet rustle of legs under the sheets. My fingers
smeared with newspaper ink, still curled around the scissor handles, I’ll watch the photo like I expect it to
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change, for the empty gurney to creak slowly closer to me in the frame, for the open backdoor to open wider,
for a slow trickle of pink to begin to drip from the cement door step, easing into a steady flow out onto the
concrete. I’ll settle against my bed and listen to the air inside my room, feel the stillness of the mattress under my back, my pulse falling into sync with the quiet drip from the tub faucet, the sound light by the time it
reaches me from the open bathroom door.
I don’t like to let the outside in. But somehow, it always finds its way inside. The air inside my bedroom starts
to breathe, to move and shift and wrap itself around me. The paper taped to the wall will rustle and sway and I
will suddenly wonder if even just my breathing could be enough to move the world I live in.
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home
melissa grunow
“And never shall I forget
The trembling interest with which I heard
Her voice in a low thunder:
‘You are safe here.’”
--William Carlos Williams, “Abroad”

Mexicantown, Detroit. We stand in front of a tri-story house that not only looks as if no one is home, it looks as
though no one has been home for years.
“Are you sure this is it?” I look around and see nearly nothing except for an abandoned brick building across the
street, debris collecting in overgrown flower beds that dreary and withered with the onset of winter.
“This is the address they gave me.” Joe waves his cell phone in the air to indicate the text message he had
received the day before. He is wearing his black leather jacket unzipped over a t-shirt, a baseball hat on his head,
the brim pulled slightly to one side. It’s warm, especially for the first of December. I’m not even a little cold in
my black-and-white cardigan sweater, having forgotten my wool coat draped over the back of my office chair in
my rush to leave.
I shrug my shoulders and lift my face to the windows, looking for light or movement, but the house is still and
silent behind closed curtains. Instead, a white van pulls up next to the house. A young woman with dark hair
smiles at us and nods slightly as she passes through the gate and closes it behind her, disappearing into the
backyard. I look over at Joe as if to say, “What now?” but his face is already saying it.
A moment later, the same woman returns, her arms wrapped around three squirming puppies, each just eight
weeks old. She drops them to the ground and latches the fence behind her.
From the backyard we hear incessant barking, the mother wondering where her little ones have gone. The
puppies respond in kind with high-pitched whimpering as they clamor at the gate, digging and scratching,
desperate to return to the backyard.
It’s Joe who wants to get a dog. Being that I’m the homeowner and he’s the tenant, the decision to adopt
ultimately is mine to make. We stand together and watch the puppies fumble over one another, two boys and
a girl. Three days ago getting a dog wasn’t even a consideration. Now leaving without one doesn’t feel possible.
I bend over and scoop up the mongrel that has separated from the group. He’s a mix of white and gray, with a
solid black head, save for a white zigzag stripe between his eyes. The pup snuggles into me and sticks his nose
in the crook of my neck.
Joe is grinning.
“But I wanted a girl.” It’s barely a protest.
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Joe raises his eyebrows and smiles wider.
I look up at the woman. “A hundred dollars, right?”
She nods and sticks her hand out. She may not speak English, but she definitely speaks money.
***
It’s August. I’m in the front seat because I’m a girl. Two of the guys got into the back before I could even object.
A third is driving. We’re riding in the car with the windows down because the midnight air has cooled the sticky
discomfort of the late summer day. I’m resting my head on the edge of the door, the wind against my face is
sobering and soothing.
I’m drunk. I wasn’t, and then I was. Am. Everything is humming around me in pieces of moments. A moment in
a bar. I think I had a beer. Probably a few. People I know. People who know the people I know, but I don’t know
them. Introductions, forgotten names. The bill was paid without me noticing, my drinks and salad on someone
else’s credit card now. My reality is a patchwork quilt, a compilation of pieces, ripped and cut and sewn, coming
together to make any sense of how I ended up in a car with three men ten years younger than I, just barely old
enough to drink themselves. My love affair with alcohol has left gaps in my memory and my ability to reason, the
stitching coming undone, the fabric unraveling.
“Hey guys,” I say. My great idea compels me to sit up and turn my head. “So, I’m too drunk to drive home, right?
I was thinking we should stop at a liquor store and get some beer. I’ll buy.”
The one driving laughs. “You’re going to drink beer while you sober up?” He slaps his hand against the steering
wheel and adjusts the volume on the radio.
“Oh my God, Melissa, will you marry me?” In the backseat, one of them takes off his seatbelt and kneels on the
floor. “Look, I got down on one knee and everything. Please say yes.”
I respond by accepting the proposal with a smile and question. “So does that mean we’re stopping for beer?”
The joke doesn’t end that night, because within a few weeks, Joe—the backseat suitor— signs a lease to rent
a room in my house. Almost immediately, our home takes on an air of domesticity, as though we actually are
in a loveless, sexless marriage with little communication, but maintaining a household together nonetheless.
We’re two introverts who share silence and respect each other’s privacy so much that we often find ourselves
on different floors of the house and going days, weeks, without talking in person.
***
We put a blanket down in the backseat, but the puppy disregards it, preferring instead to run from one door to
the other, pausing only long enough to put his paws up on the window, and rock his head back and forth while
he watches a new world come to life through the glass.
“What are we going to name him?” Joe glances in the rearview mirror at the dog who has attacked the corner
of the blanket and is scratching at it with his paws while pulling with his teeth.
A few half-hearted suggestions are shared back and forth, but none of them really stick. I think of the Doberman
I had growing up named Princess, and Duchess, my dad’s dachshund when he was a child. The husky in the back
of Joe’s car was the next in a long line of canine royalty.
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“How about Duke?”
The pup jumps the distance between the backseat and the front seat, scrambling to get his balance on the
armrest between us before being nudged back.
“Duke,” Joe says, trying it out. “I like Duke.”
“I like Duke, too,” I say, as his royal highness pounces on the seatbelt buckle, and then suddenly lies down with
a sigh.
***
It’s September. An hour before the tenth anniversary of my twenty-first birthday party, a storm rips through the
city, relentless rains and winds that tear down tree limbs, shingles, and the utility pole in my backyard, leaving
my street flooded for the night and without electricity for five days.
People show up for the party anyway. “You have free beer,” someone tells me. “And you invited college students.
The party will go on.”
And go on it does.
The downed power lines in the backyard push the smokers into the driveway, and as the night dries up, more
and more party-goers move outside to escape the humidity building in the house. A few of us brought blankets
to wrap around our shoulders, the combination of cool sidewalk beneath our jeans and iced beer bottles in our
fists bringing on shivers.
Davey and Nick are propped up against the bumper of Joe’s car, and Scott—a lifelong admirer of Davey’s—shows
his jealousy abruptly, shouting at Nick, at Davey, and finally, at me.
I stand up and let the blanket fall to the ground. I rest one hand in the palm of another. “Scott, you need to calm
down.”
“You don’t understand! Davey only cares about Davey. Look at them. Right in front of my face! I should just go
home.”
I take a step closer to him, but he doesn’t back away. I am within hitting distance, and I know it, but I worry about
his shouting drawing attention from the neighbors. “You know you’re in no condition to drive.”
Scott’s eyes are dark and glassy, and he leans slightly forward, swaying gently like the bow of a tree, the alcohol
searing through his veins. “I’ve walked home before. Nobody cares, Davey doesn’t care—” He looks down where
Davey was sitting, but she and Nick have since relocated to the couch in the basement having witnessed Scott’s
drunken charades before.
My toes are practically touching his. I’m alone with this man who is known for violent outbursts when he’s drunk,
defending the integrity of a mutual friend who has abandoned me for the safety of my home.
“Hey man,” I sense Joe just behind my right shoulder, literally backing me up, his voice low. “Relax. Come on. It’s
her birthday.”
I close my eyes waiting for one of them to throw a fist, knowing full well that the only thing between them is me,
and that their aim is going to be as distorted by the alcohol as my reaction time.
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Instead, Joe continues to talk, his voice languid, his words leaving no room for dispute. Instead of getting
punched, I find myself being hugged, while Scott is sobbing apologies against my ear. I turn and see Joe next to
me. He’s the first man who has ever come to my rescue in an escalating situation without actually rescuing me.
It occurs to me that he’s the most attractive, funny, and connected man when he’s been drinking. The more he
drinks—the more we both drink—the better we get along, the more we make sense together.
When Joe is arrested two weeks later for driving while intoxicated, the police officer is less amused, less impressed
with his ability to handle himself under the influence. It’s raining the morning I drive him to impound to pick up
his car. My windshield wipers whine as they try to keep visibility, an overcast sky adding glare and distraction. He
rarely speaks as it is, but his silence morphs into a new shape. It takes up its own space in the car between us,
like steam from a screaming kettle that neither of us can remove from the fire.
There is no place to park outside the impound lot except for on the street a half block away, so we hop over
puddles and dodge rain drops as we run for the door. We will get turned away twice before he can get his car.
Once because he needs cash, the second time because the gas tank drained while the car sat running on the
side of the road, Joe passed out drunk in the driver’s seat, facing west on an eastbound street. He won’t know
this until he meets with a lawyer and gets a copy of the police report. He won’t remember driving the car at all,
passing the exit to our home and continuing on the freeway, getting further and further away while I slept, the
night quiet outside my window.
***
We kneel together, side by side in my bathroom, our sleeves pushed up, massaging puppy shampoo into Duke’s
thick fur as he struggles in the water, scrambling and fighting, his nails clicking against the bottom of the bathtub.
The lather piles up and catches dirt that has settled in deep from spending the first two months of his life living
in a dusty backyard.
“He needs his nails trimmed,” Joe remarks. I push a soapy finger into the tip of my nose as if to say, “Not it!”
and Duke takes it as a cue to scramble out of the tub. We grab him together and wrestle him back down while I
pour one cupful of water after another over his fur, dirty water splashing beneath him, and white fur emerging
where it was before a light tan.
After Duke is fully rinsed, Joe lifts him out of the tub and we wrap him in a towel, rubbing him dry, while he lies
still on the bathroom floor, panting and watching us.
Downstairs in the kitchen, I pour his over-sized bag of puppy food into a storage bin, the kibble a peaked mound
as the bag empties. Duke sticks his nose into the bin, knocks some food to the floor and starts munching, the
bin just a little shorter than he is.
“It’s not a buffet,” I tell him, but don’t push him away from the bin.
After he’s had his fill, Duke wanders into the crate he will outgrow in three months, circles twice, lies down, and
falls asleep.
“We have a dog,” Joe says, as we stand together and watch our puppy sleep, releasing sighs and snores while
he dreams.
***
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I’m packing. There are grocery bags sitting on the floor of my kitchen, and I’m filling them with items that belong
to a man I’m trying to kick out of my life. A toothbrush, deodorant, pajama pants, a hand-made stuffed rabbit
sewn together by an ex-girlfriend. Don’t forget the blanket he brought over to wash and never took home, or the
hoodie he always wore because I keep the thermostat low, even with winter approaching. I’m too angry to feel
sad. Instead, determination and fury keep me moving, taking care to keep CDs from scratching, book pages from
tearing. I may be angry, but I’m not destructive.
When I come home, Joe senses something has changed. He can see the emptiness left behind where a man once
was. He’s sitting at the dining table, playing music on his computer with the volume turned low. It’s our sign, an
invitation to talk. It’s his way of saying, “I’m here to listen if you need me.”
Joe’s presence is a comfort but also a nagging reminder of what it means to be accountable to someone else,
how easy it is to lose myself if people aren’t ever present. He is to me what I want from a man who wants nothing
from me.
I sit across from him, and put my head down, the table cloth scratchy beneath my cheek. A series of text messages
from the other man, and I throw my phone across the kitchen. When it lands, it breaks apart into four pieces that
will never go back together the same way they had before.
“It’s over,” is all I say. I would say it again. The scene would replay with other men who would leave, or I would leave
them, or we would abandon each other. Some I would let go of quickly, easily, one would disappear completely,
never to be heard from again, and another would end the relationship without warning, leaving me in a spinning
state of drunken depression that lasted for days.
One late and drunken night, very early on, the sun will appear on the horizon, and I will turn an accusatory finger
to Joe and say, “You weren’t there for me when I needed you.”
He will turn his head, and I will think I see tears. I’ll kneel on the floor next to him and apologize, over and over,
I’ll apologize, because it’s against everything in me to cause a grown man to cry.
He’ll take my hand, whisper “Come here” and pull me onto his lap to get me up off the floor. I’ll drape my arms
across his shoulders, and he’ll kiss me lightly on the cheeks and the forehead, then gently touch the tip of his
nose to mine, his hand cupping the back of my neck.
“I’ll take care of you,” he’ll say. “I promise.”
I’ll nod and expect him to lean in to kiss me for real, to take total advantage of my vulnerability and my need
for comfort, but he won’t. Instead, he’ll lead me to my room, put me to bed, and stay with me until I fall asleep,
promising, “I’m here for you. I’m here for you.”
So many months later and someone would ask me, “Do you think on some level he loves you?”
I won’t even have to pause. “I think he loves me on many levels,” I will say. “But not the one where he is in love
with me,” but I won’t relay the night he made his promise to me, a commitment even greater than the joking
marriage proposal. No, that night I will keep to myself, holding it close to my heart like an injured bird.
***
Joe is on a restricted license and forbidden from consuming alcohol. I feel as though I’m wearing a mask all the
time. Joe hides in the basement with the television. I stop eating and hide in the bottle.
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“We should get a dog,” he suggests when a friend of his adopts a husky puppy from a breeder in Mexicantown.
We’re both so terribly unhappy that we wear our contempt for the world like a badge.
“That’s the craziest thing I’ve ever heard,” I say. “We are not, under any circumstances, getting a dog.”
“We should get a dog,” he repeats.
Three days later, we bring home a dog. Together. Duke. Our dog.
***
Michelle’s heart valves only open for Joe. Often I don’t even know that she’s spent the night until the next
morning when I see her shoes by the front door. I learn who she is by the shoes that she wears: Tall black boots,
yellow sandals, hand-painted canvas slip-ons, and the red flip-flops that Duke chews into so many pieces one
morning that she has to go home barefoot, walking through the parking lot and into the residence hall building
hoping no one will notice that her not-boyfriend’s dog scattered her shame all over his not-wife’s kitchen floor.
There are many nights where the three of us find ourselves seated around the dining table, talking. What is the
truth of what’s between us? Michelle and Joe sharing a bed, Joe and myself sharing a home and a dog, Michelle
and I sharing a friendship. We are a Three’s Company of contemporary America positioned in a Detroit suburb
in a recovering economy on the fringe of hope and wantonness. We all love each other on some level. But we’re
all too frightened by what that means to ever talk about it, no matter how much we drink.
Michelle often talks to me about Joe, speculating as women do, as to why he won’t commit, why he won’t make
it official, because everything between them points to a relationship. But I don’t bring it up with Joe. I hide
behind the veil of respecting his privacy, but the truth is more so that I fear jeopardizing our relationship for the
sake of preserving theirs. I need them both too much to risk losing either if they do happen to end up together.
I can’t sacrifice him for her happiness, and I can’t watch her suffer because of his failure to commit to anyone
but me.
***
Our puppy is growing. I can’t carry him like a stack of books with one arm anymore. He learns how to go up the
stairs, and finally gets the courage to go down them as well. He can jump on my bed without any assistance. He
shares my bed the most, and develops his attachment to me more so than Joe, but Joe is the one who teaches
him tricks. I teach him the practicalities of “sit” and “lie down,” but Joe teaches Duke how to shake, fist bump,
and catch a treat in the air. We send each other picture messages of Duke doing cute things, obnoxious things,
I-love-our-dog things, your-dog-is-in-trouble things. Our communication, our lives, are centered almost entirely
on the dog. I wonder if Joe knows that someday he will move out, and when he does, Duke will remain with me,
and I will be with the one with a dog’s life of companionship. Joe will carry on. Alone.
***
There are six of us crammed into the extended cab of a pick up truck riding home from a dance club after
celebrating Tony’s twenty-first birthday. He barely makes it inside my home before he lifts the lid of the trashcan
and throws up every fruity birthday shot we bought for him throughout the night.
I’m instantly sober, barking directions at my friends to get a washcloth, a towel, a glass of water. Duke whines in
his crate and someone lets him outside. I throw Tony’s clothes in the washing machine because they’re covered
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in sweat or vomit or both.
Joe comes out of his room and a chorus of apologies rises up from the group for waking him. As the night wears
on, Tony is barely conscious and everyone else has scattered to couches or mattresses throughout the house.
Michelle brings a sleeping bag and a spare pillow from a closet, Austin wraps the pillow with a towel, and we put
Tony to bed on the kitchen floor. He starts to vomit, but this time he doesn’t wake up.
“He’s going to choke in his sleep,” I say.
More directions given, and I have a comforter and a pillow, then I’m on the floor next to Tony nodding off slowly,
being pulled out of sleep every few minutes to prop him up and hold a bucket under his chin.
Everyone has gone to sleep except Joe, who is standing in the kitchen, leaning against the counter not saying a
word.
“Where’s Michelle?” I ask him.
“She’s sleeping in your room.”
I settle back down on the floor, grateful I had mopped it that afternoon. “What is your problem, anyway?” I ask
him. “Why don’t you just go for it with her?”
He doesn’t say anything.
“This isn’t one of those times where you can get away with not answering.”
His voice is a whisper. “I’m afraid of screwing it up.”
I close my eyes and rest my head on the pillow. When I open them again, Joe is still standing there, looking at the
floor in front of him, but not at me. Not at me.
“You need to fix this, Joe,” I tell him with my eyes closed. I know I’m slurring my words, but I also know I’m
speaking the truth. He knows it, too. “She loves you. Loves you. And you treat her like crap.”
Silence. Vacant nods. A clenched jaw.
“I don’t interfere in your life very often. So when I do, it should count for something.”
Thirty minutes later, I wake up to hold the bucket for Tony, and Joe is still standing there to make sure we’re both
OK. His loyalty mirrors Duke’s. But just to me. Never to Michelle.
***
A new relationship. I spend the beginning of summer disappearing on the weekends, chasing love for hours
on a freeway to a man who lives in another state. Joe will stay behind with the dog, and only ever ask me one
question: “When are you coming home?”
This same man will shut down the relationship before things start to go wrong, providing explanations that
don’t make sense, reasons I can’t process, so after a week of drinking my feelings, I take Duke to the lake by my
parents’ house and toss a tennis ball into the water. The dog who hates to be bathed lunges after it, paddling
through the murk, scooping the ball up in his jaw and bringing it back to me. We play the game all afternoon
while my brothers and nephews splash in the water together and my parents watch from a park bench. At
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sunset, my sister-in-law takes a picture of Duke and me in front of the water. The dog has replaced the man in
my pictures and my life.
I’ll return home, rest my head on the kitchen table, and look to Joe to explain what went wrong this time. He
won’t have an answer except to say, “You deserve better.”
You deserve better. You deserve better. You deserve better.
But what does better look like?
***
Joe hands me a stack of twenties. “Here’s November rent,” he says. “And also my notice that I’ll be moving out
December 1.”
He tells me about his new apartment. It’s a third-floor walk-up with a balcony and a hefty price tag.
“Aren’t you going to miss your dog?” I ask. I’m trying to be supportive, but Joe has already slumped to a
seated position on the kitchen floor, ready to hash this one out.
“Yeah,” he says. “And you.”
“This feels like a break-up,” I say. “I feel like I got dumped.” For once, I’m the one who doesn’t want to talk. I go
upstairs to my room and leave him behind on the cool tile.
I had a feeling this day was coming soon. I could tell he had been unhappy. Yet, I still don’t know how to react
except to pretend to be supportive and hope it turns into the truth.
“I have such mixed feelings,” he says the next day. “I think that living alone is something I should experience, but
I also don’t want to leave you.”
“Don’t stay because you think I need you. Stay because I want you to.”
“I know,” he says.
But in the end, he doesn’t stay.
***
Michelle is home with Duke. Joe and I are in the woods in Ohio with 180 college-age men volunteering for
EDGE—a leadership development program hosted by a national fraternity. I’m clutching medicine in a plastic
bag we had just retrieved from a pharmacy for a participant who needed it. We run from cabin to cabin tracking
him down, opening the doors and shouting, “Tommy!” as the name echoes off the cavernous walls.
We’re a team. Over a year of living together, and it truly feels like a solid relationship, where we can move
around each other without fumbling, anticipating how the other moves and turns. I knew it was the last time we
would be together leading anything that matters, being a part of something bigger than our collective selves. We
save seats for each other at meal times. Whenever I need help setting up for the next event, he is at my elbow
offering his assistance. He is my go-to technical expert. He brings participant issues to my attention so we can
resolve them together. Together. Together, we have built a sharper EDGE.
The last event of the weekend took place in the mess hall where all of the participants stood in one large circle
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stepped forward with statements that applied to them starting with “Cross the line if…”
Cross the line if you’ve cried in the past month.
Cross the line if you’ve been hurt by someone you love.
Cross the line if you’ve hurt someone you love.
Cross the line if you’ve ever been arrested.
Cross the line if you have ever tried to commit suicide. (We’re glad you’re here with us).
Joe is standing next to me, and it takes everything in me to not reach out and squeeze his hand when we step
forward and reveal new things about each other. Even after a year, we don’t know everything , but we are three
weeks away from him moving out. I would never again be that close to him physically or emotionally. Together
we had crossed our own line, and for us, there was no stepping back.
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eating disordered lessons
yinka reed-nolan

Things ED Taught Me
• That there are 3500 calories in a pound of fat, 80 calories in a small apple, 40 in half a slice of toasted lowcalorie bread, 20 a teaspoon of sugar free jelly. No matter how hungry you are, this is all you should ever eat
in a day. If you eat more than this, you’re fucked, and might as well binge and purge for the rest of the week.
• That self-induced vomiting is a great way to work out your abdominal muscles, but chocolate is disgusting
and should never be thrown up under any circumstance. If you must over indulge eat ice cream (just not
chocolate) – it’s like a milkshake coming back up. When you know you are going to throw up after eating,
drink lots of water, or diet soda (never regular – you don’t want to start that habit) between inhalations of
food.
• How to make a goal and stick to it even if good judgment would say that your goal is unrealistic and
unreachable.
• How to lie. It doesn’t matter if everyone knows the truth; you must provide a plausible explanation for your
behaviors. It’s easier on you and your loved ones if everyone pretends that nothing is going on.
• That you’re allowed to make an absolute pigsty of your bedroom, and hide candy wrappers, half-eaten
apples, yesterday’s dinner, and bags of vomit under your bed. When the odor starts to permeate your room,
you shove all the trash in a giant Hefty bag and dump it in the garbage can across the street from your house
before anyone else wakes up.
• When you alienate your friends, especially your best friend, a fat-positive feminist who doesn’t understand
your need to sell out to an image obsessed society, and can’t imagine that your need to eat and throw up,
take laxatives and go to the gym every day is anything other than a commentary on her body, you will find
other friends, better friends, sick friends who get where you are coming from. You should have cut off Ms.
Fat positive long ago; she’s only been holding you back. And that watching lifetime movies, binging on pizza
and throwing up in the dark corners of someone else’s basement can be more rewarding than intelligent
conversation.
• The location of every public restroom in Berkeley. The one in the parking garage off Center and Shattuck,
although dirty and slightly disgusting, is best because nobody ever goes in there during the day, and it
provides quick relief from the cheap Chinese restaurant across the street.
Things ED Didn’t Teach Me
• That apples and caramel taste good together; nachos are delicious; and oatmeal is best with raisins, walnuts
and a pinch of brown sugar.
• How your body can do amazing things; how you can jump off a boat and swim to shore in Catalina, even
when your mind is scared to death you’ll drown; how you can walk 6 blacks to pay your father’s CitiBank bill,
5 more blocks to the Virginia Bakery, so you can surprise your mother with her favorite coffee cake, and then
another two blocks to buy lilies to put next to your dead grandmother’s urn.
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• When it’s best to ignore that your friend is unhappy; when you should hug her tight and simply ask her if
there is anything you can do; when to accept some problems can’t be solved.
• When it’s appropriate to be passive-aggressive, but how to be assertive most of the time instead.
• That no matter what anyone else thinks, you are beautiful when you stop in front of a homeless man sitting
cross legged on the sidewalk to offer him a Pepsi because you’re all of cash and it’s the only thing you have;
the smile on your face will glow when you end up having a conversation and he lets you pet his dog.
• How to put yourself first and how to get your needs met without feeling guilty or selfish.
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